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ABSTRACT 

Although the oxides of the Groups VB and VIB elements (Cr. Mo. Nb. Ta.V. 

W) have frequently been used as nucleating agents in glass-ceramics. there has 

been little rigorous study of their effects. It has been suggested that they serve to 

reduce the interfacial tension between the subcritical nucleus and glass matrix. and 

thus encourage nucleus growth; this would cause an increase in nucleation rates in 

both homogeneously and heterogeneously-nucleating systems. There has been no 

attempt to demonstrate this. however. 

A test of the effects of these oxides on the steady-state nucleation rate and 

induction period in homogeneously-nucleating lithium disilicate glass was made by 

substituting one and two mole-percent of Mo03• NbzOs. TazOs. VzOs or W03 for 

SiOz. and heat-treating the glasses under identical conditions. The "two-step" 

method was used. consisting of nucleation for variable periods at 733 K and devel

opment at 843 K. followed by standard metallographic specimen preparation and 

inspection by optical reflection light microscopy. Crystal (i. e .. nuclei) density was 

calculated using the stereological method of DeHoff and Rhines. It was shown that 

this method yielded results independent of crystal size for a given glass. and that 

the relationship between crystal size and shape supported the hypothesis that lith

ium disilicate nucleates as a rod-shaped particle. becoming more spherical as 

growth continues. 

It was found that Mo03• NbzOs. TazOs and W03 substitutions reduced the 

nucleation rate in the experimental glasses and increased the induction period. the 

opposite of what was hypothesized. V 20 S substitutions yielded a slight nucleation

xi 



xii 

agent effect. The anti-nucleation agent behavior was associated with increased in

homogeneity in the heat-treated glass samples. resulting from varying cooling rates 

from the melt through the cross-section. Analysis of the equations linking nuclea

tion rates and induction periods to glass properties suggests that the changes in 

both the nucleation parameters and the effect on the results of thermal inhomogen

eity were primarily linked to higher viscosities in the substituted glasses. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

!:!. A Description of the Beast 

McMillan (1979) describes glass-ceramics as "polycrystalline solids prepared 

by the controlled crystallization of glasses". The key word in this defin ition is 

"controlled", as the literature on glasses is replete with discussions of "devitrifica

tion" - i. e., uncontrolled crystallization - and how it might be prevented. The 

element of control over crystallization allows. within limits. an equivalent degree 

of control over the nature of the products of such a process. and thus over the pro

perties of the resultant solid. It is such "engineering" which distinguishes glass

ceramics from ordinary devitrified glasses. and in fact from common polycrystal

line solids. 

The application of engineering principles to the crystallization of glasses is 

for the most part a relatively new field of endeavor. Glass-ceramic reviewers 

(e. g., Gutzow, 1980) point to the work in the 1730's of the French chemist 

Rmumur. who conducted experiments in the heat treatment of glass bottles. pro

ducing porcelain-like results; however, McMillan (1979) points out that there was 

in fact no element of control over his heat treatment process. According to Bere

zhnoi (1970). the subject failed to arouse further interest until the 1920's. when a 

series of German chemists began to report on the effects of various chemical addi

tions to basic glass compositions on their crystallization patterns. Other research 

concerning the production of crystalline materials from glasses appeared in several 

countries shortly after World War II. However. Berezhnoi points out that none of 
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this research was directly concerned with the development of a controlled crystalli

zation process. and that applications for the materials thus produced were limited. 

The credit for "fathering" the production of true glass-ceramics by a con

trollable process is generally given to S. D. Stookey of the American Corning Glass 

Works. dating from the issuance of patents for such processes in 1957. The Corn

ing patents grew out of research on a type of glass manufactured with small 

amounts of dissolved copper. gold or silver. Corning had earlier discovered that 

heat treatment of such glasses would cause precipitation of these elements from the 

glass. and that the process was photosensitive. i. e .• catalyzed by irradiation with 

ultraviolet light (Stookey. 1958. 1959; Stookey and Maurer. 1962; McMillan. 1979). 

By placing a specifically-patterned mask or photographic negative over a sample of 

such a glass prior to irradiation. Corning was able to use the heat treatment to rep

roduce photographic images in the glass. 

Further investigation by Stookey (1959) revealed that heating glasses such as 

these to temperatures greater than those normally used resulted in a crystalline 

product. with considerably improved mechanical strength and electrical insulating 

properties. It was concluded that the precipitated noble metals had facilitated this 

crystallization by providing nucleation sites. and that controlling the amount of 

noble metal added controlled the number and size of the resultant crystals. Later 

researchers. such as Rindone (1962). showed that other noble metals. most notably 

platinum. had a similar effect. It was further discovered that non-metallic nucle

ating agents could be used as well. including the oxides Ti02 and P205' These dis

coveries. and others that followed. created a new class of materials with an incre

asingly expanded list of uses. 
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Table I. taken from the monograph by Strnad (1986). contains a listing of the 

objects currently manufactured from glass-ceramics. and the properties of the 

glass-c ~ramics that make them useful for these purposes. The advantages of glass

ceramics over conventional glasses and ceramics lie in a) the controllable nature of 

the manufacturing process. which allows the development of materials with specif

ically-tailored properties. and b) the availability of properties in glass-ceramic mat

erials not available at all in more conventional materials. An example of the latter 

lies in the development of transparent glass-ceramics for use in cookware; this is a 

result of the ability to create glass-ceramics with much smaller grain sizes than 

available in ordinary ceramics. Another example is found in the development of 

machinability in certain glass-ceramic compositions. a property not normally avail

able in ordinary glasses and ceramics (Stookey. 1959; McMillan. 1979; Grossman. 

1984). A third example of a property of some glass-ceramics not available in trad

itional ceramics is a high dielectric breakdown strength. which makes glass-ceram

ics good alternatives to the conventionally-manufactured porcelains normally used 

as insulators. This again is due to the availability of smaller grain sizes. which in 

addition makes for a smoother surface. The smoother surface obviates glazing of 

the insulator and prevents pollutant buildup. making glass-ceramic usage even 

more advantageous. 

The second reason for usage of glass-ceramics lies in the tailorability fea

ture. i. e .• the ability to create materials with specific properties. One property 

which serves as an illustration of this is the thermal coefficient of expansion. 

which is the amount by which a material expands (or contracts) as the temperature 

increases. Table II. again taken from Strnad's book (1986). lists the coefficient of 

thermal expansion of several crystalline phases commonly precipitated in glass-cer-
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A Listing of Common Uses of Glass-Ceramics 
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TABLE II 

Common Glass-Ceramic Crystalline Phases. and Their 
Coefficients of Thermal Expansion 

(From the book by Strnad (1986» 

Coefficient of thermal 
Type of crystal expansion 

2' 10' (K - I) 

p-eucryptite 
Li~O'AI~OJ'2SiO~ -64 (20-1000 "e) 

aluminium titanate 
AI~OJ'TiO~ -19 (20-1000 "e) 

p.spodumene 

4SiO~'AI~OJ'LilO 9 (20-1000 "e) 

cordierite 
SSiOl'2AI~OJ'2MgO 6 (100-200 "C) 

26 (25-700 GC) 

celsian 
2SiO~·AIPJ·lJaO 27 (20-100 GC) 

willemite 
2ZnO·SiO~ 32 (20-1000 "C) 

anorthile 
2SiOl 'All O J ·eaO 45 (100-200 :e) 

gahnite 
ZnO'AllOJ 72 (20-1300 "C) 

corundum 
2.Al l O J 87 (25-900 'C) 

wollastonite 
SiO~. eao 94 (100-200 Gel 

lithium disilicalc 
2SiO~'LilO 110 (20-600 'el 

quarlz SiO~ 112 (20-100 <C) 
132 (20-300 'C) 
237 (20-600 'el 

crislobalile SiO~ 125 (20-100 'C) 
500 (20-300 "C) 
271 (20-600 'C) 

Iridymile sial 175 (20-100 'el 
250 (20-200 'C) 
144 (20-600 'el 

.-
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amics; the reader will note that two actually shrink as the temperature increases. 

Controlling the amount of various phases precipitated in a glass-ceramic makes it 

possible to create a material with a specific coefficient of thermal expansion. in

cluding a possible value of zero. In fact. as Table I demonstrates. zero-expansion 

glass-ceramics have been created for several applications. It is also possible to 

create glass-ceramics with coefficients of thermal expansion that closely match that 

of a given metal. If the glass from which the glass-ceramic is made is capable of 

wetting the metal. it becomes possible to create a "glass"-metal seal which main

tains its integrity as the temperature changes. McMillan (1979) gives several exam

ples of this type of seal. Another controllable property is biocompatibility. the 

ability to coexist within the environment of the human body. Strnad (1986) points 

out. for example. that the inclusion of P205 in glass-ceramics improves chemical 

bonding with bones. and thus is of importance in prosthetic applications. He and 

Grossman (1984) mention another recent biological application. dental implants; 

again in this case. a low coefficient of thermal expansion is an added advantage to 

the high strength and hardness available with glass-ceramics. Lastly. it should be 

noted that some glass-ceramics exhibit ferromagnetism. which has opened up sev

eral possible applications. including employment as a thermoseed material for 

cancer treatment. 

1.2 Nucleation Theory 

One of the significant benefits of the considerable research effort following 

the discovery of glass-ceramics is the amount of information yielded on a variety 

of scientific topics not directly related to the development of applications for these 

materials. One example of this is the work reported by Rowlands and James 
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(1977) on the thermodynamics of the lithia-baria-silica and soda-baria-silica sys

tems; barium and lithium aluminosilicate glasses are common precursors for glass

ceramics. and Na20 is often added to these compositions. e. g .• Corning's pyro

ceram Centura material. Other examples will be noted throughout this work in the 

form of the considerable body of research reported on glass-in-glass phase separa

tion. Finally. the contribution to glass science of the large number of theoretical 

studies on glass bonding and coordination in glass-ceramic systems should be 

noted. 

Of all the theoretical fields in which the body of knowledge has been incre

ased as a result of glass-ceramic research. none provides a better example than that 

of nucleation and crystallization. As the reader will note throughout the rema

inder of this work. the number of theoretical studies on nucleation and crystalliza

tion of glass-ceramic systems is legion; this is due to more than just the availabil

ity of research funding for a commercial1y-important family of materials. An add

itional cause is that the experimental techniques for studying nucleation and cry

stallization are much more easily mastered in work with oxide glasses than with 

other crystallizing systems. due to slower reaction kinetics (Fokin et al.. 1981; 

Zan otto and James. 1985). Still another is the wide variety of types of nucleation 

and crystallization behavior exhibited by different glass systems; yet another lies 

in the very control1ability of the process that make glass-ceramics such useful mat

erials in the first place. Since this work. too. is concerned with the phenomenon 

of nucleation in glass-ceramics. it is useful at this point to offer a brief introduc

tion to nucleation theory and the previous work done in this area. 

Figure 1.1. taken from the review by McMillan (1979). illustrates the "typi

cal" nucleation and crystallization rates in a glass with respect to temperature. 
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/EQuilibrium melting temperature 

~ --------------------------------------
Metastable zone of supercooling 

"Rate of homogeneous nucleation 

Rates of nucleation ond growth 

Fig. 1.1. Rates of homogeneous nucleation and crystal growth in a "typical" glass. 
From the work of McMillan (1979). 

Both curves show a similar shape. with a temperature offset between the two. The 

maximum temperature for the nucleation curve is determined by the degree to 

which the glass can be undercooled without overcoming the energetic barriers to 

nucleation; that for the crystal-growth rate curve is set by the melting point of the 

material. (It should be noted that the relative peak heights in Fig. 1.1 have no sig-

nificance. as the quantities being measured have different units. In the case of 

nucleation rate. the measured quantity is expressed in terms of number of nuclei 

per unit volume per unit time; for crystal growth rate. the measured units are unit 

length per unit time.) 

The reason for the existence of a nucleation-rate-vs.-temperature curve 

showing a maximum such as this can be explained by examining the nucleation 

rate equation developed by Becker and others from the thermodynamic treatment of 
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phase stability proposed by Gibbs (McDowell. 1966). Using the notation of James 

(1985). this equation is written. 

[ 
w· + AGO] 

I .. A exp - kT 0.1) 

A is a pre-exponential factor which will be discussed subsequently; k is 

Boltzmann's constant. T the absolute temperature. and I the steady-state nucleation 

rate (a distinction which will also be further examined). The two parenthesized 

terms. w· and AGo. are free energy barriers to nucleation. w· is a thermody-

namic barrier. i. e .. the free energy change for the formation of a nucleus within a 

liquid phase. and for a spherical nucleus is represented by. 

16 1T 0'3 V 2 m 
3 AG2 0.2) 

In Eq. 1.2. 0' is the crystal-liquid interfacial free energy per unit area. V m the 

molar volume of the particular crystalline phase. and AG the molar bulk free 

energy change of the crystallization reaction. As the temperature rises. this free 

energy becomes smaller. thus providing less driving force for nucleation. and thus 

the nucleation rate falls. AGo in Eq. 1.1 represents a kinetic free energy barrier 

to nucleation. or the activation energy for the short-range diffusion of atoms across 

the liquid-crystal interface. As the temperature falls. this diffusion barrier 

becomes increasingly impregnable. and thus serves to reduce nucleation rates at 

temperatures lower than the maximum of Fig. 1.1. AGo can also be described in 
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terms of other parameters. as per a restatement of the equation given by James 

(1985): 

liOD B - kT In [g,] (1.3) 

D is an "effective diffusion coefficient". and Do is equal to kTX2/h. where h is 

Planck's constant and X a "jump distance" across the interface. on the order of 

atomic distances. Some researchers have chosen to relate D to the viscosity of the 

liquid 11. using the Stokes-Einstein relationship. 

kT 
D ... 31TX11 

If this relationship is accepted. then Eq. 1.1 can be rewritten as. 

Ah [_ w
kT

e
] I = 31TX311 exp 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

However. not all researchers are convinced that this is appropriate for oxide glass 

systems; in particular. Neilson and Weinberg (1979) point out that the Stokes-Ein-

stein equation is rigidly applicable only to simple molecular liquids. In fact. as the 

reader will see. one of the significant difficulties in the general application of nuc-

leation theory to glass-ceramic systems is the large number of approximations and 

assumptions that seem to be necessary accouterments to such application. 
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The pre-exponential factor A from Eq. 1.1 is also a function of several phy-

sical parameters: 

kT A .. 2nv V· 33 11 (1.6) 

In Eq. 1.6. nv is the number of atoms per unit volume of the liquid (or glass) of 

the appropriate crystalline phase. and V is the volume per formula unit; k. h. and 

(J have been previously identified. James (1984) suggests that a good approxima-

tion for A is. 

kT 
A ... nv 11 (1.7) 

Since all the variables in Eq. 1.7 are readily available. A can be easily predicted 

for a given system at a given temperature; unfortunately. experimental data on 

nucleation rates in both oxide and metallic glasses tend to yield calculated values 

of A several orders of magnitude higher than those predicted. This is turn has 

caused considerable discussion in the literature (James. 1984. 1985; Neilson and 

Weinberg. 1979). over both the assumptions made in truncating Eq. 1.6 to Eq. 1.7 

and the other shortcuts used in the calculation of A from the experimental data. 

A particular source of discussion is a possible relationship between temperature 

and (J. which is normally seen as a temperature-independent parameter. 
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1.3 Improvements to Classical Nucleation Theory 

1.3.1. Induction Time 

It was earlier mentioned that the nucleation rate 1 defined in Eq. 1.1 is a 

steady-state nucleation rate, i. e., one whose derivative with respect to time is 

zero. However, during the 1940's, it was shown that nucleation is in fact a non-

steady state process, approaching time-independence only after a certain induction 

time (Kashchiev, 1969). The Soviet researcher Zeldovich related the transient nuc-

leation rate 10 to the steady-state rate through the equation (James. 1984). 

10 = 1 exp [-fJ ( 1.8) 

where 1 is the induction time and t the actual nucleating time at a specific temper-

ature. Collins (1955) derived a more complex expression for short-time nucleation. 

(1.9) 

More recently, Kashchiev showed that. 

10 " I [ I + 2 f (-I)" exp [_n;IJ] 
n .. l 

(1.10) 

Kelton et al. (1983) reviewed these and other proposed expressions for 10 as a func-
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tion of I. 1 and t. and compared their results with those derived from a numerical 

simulation for LS2 nucleation at 750 K. Their results. reproduced here as Fig. 1.2. 

show that Kashciev's expression yielded the closest agreement with the simulation; 

and in fact. Eq. 1.10 has been the one most used in the actual determination of I 

v _r __________ _ 
Q 5 ~~~==~========~ 

• Q) 4 

] 
lie 

~ 3 
IJJ 

~ a:: 
z 2 
o 
~ 
IJJ 
...J 
U 
:::> z 

300 
TI ME (5) 

Fig. 1.2. Comparison of theoretical nucleation rates in LS2 at 750 K from various 
proposed models with the numerical simulation of Kelton et al. (1983). Curve (a) 
represents the simulation; curve (b). the original expression of Zeldovich (Eq. 1.8): 
curve (c). Eq. 1.8 with 1 values replaced by 1/10; curve (d). Kashchiev's equation 
(Eq. 1.10); and curve (e). the expression proposed by Collins (Eq. 1.9). 

and 1 from experimental data. 

A few notes should be added about 1. James (1974) has shown that the in-

duction time is in fact a function of the same parameters that are used to deter-

mine I: 
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[aG~] exp I(f (1.11) 

Again using the Stokes-Einstein equation (and one or two other approximations). 

this can be shortened to. 

(1.12) 

Strnad (1986) states that 1 can be seen as the time necessary for the subcritical 

nuclei (embryos) formed on the initial supercooling of the glass to grow to critical 

size; as this happens. other embryos begin to form. and a steady-state condition is 

eventually reached. 

1.3.2. Heterogeneous Nucleation 

Equation 1.1. and the subsequent expressions related to it so far. describe 

homogeneous nucleation. or "nucleation occurring arbitrarily throughout the system 

with no preferential sites for nucleus formation" (Strnad. 1986). However. homo-

geneous nucleation. while in fact the subject of this work. is not the most common 

nucleation type. Heterogeneous nucleation. the formation of nuclei of a particular 

phase on the surface of an existing phase boundary. is much more commonly 

observed. In fact. the reader will recall that glass-ceramics were first developed 

as the result of a heterogeneous nucleation process. namely crystallization on the 

small particles of precipitated noble metal in Corning's photosensitive glasses. Het-

erogeneous nucleation is generally observed at glass surfaces. as a result of impur-
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ity particles collected in higher concentration there. However. most glass-ceramic 

manufacturers are interested in bulk crystallization. i. e .• crystallization that occurs 

simultaneously throughout the heat-treated piece. and add noble metals or some 

other nucleating agent that will precipitate out of the glass as it is heated to pro-

vide an even distribution of heterogeneous nucleation sites. 

Figure 1.3. taken from Strnad's book (1986). illustrates heterogeneous nucle-

L 

5 

Fig. 1.3. The spherical cup model of heterogeneous nucleation on a solid sub
strate. From the book by Strnad (1986). 

ation on a solid substrate. L in Fig. 1.3 represents the liquid (or glassy) phase 

from which the nucleus in being formed. S is the solid. and N an embryo; the 

"spherical cup" shape of the latter is thought to minimize its surface free energy. 

The 'Y terms represent the per-unit area surface free energies between solid and 

embryo. solid and glass. and glass and embryo. Work done by Turnbull and Von-
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negut. as described by McMillan (1979). suggested that the thermodynamic barrier 

to heterogeneous nucleation (w:) could be expressed as the multiplication of w· by 

a factor related to 8. the wetting angle shown in Fig. 1.3: 

w: ... w· f(8) 

Rewriting Eq. 1.1. 

[ 
w~ + AGD ] 

Ih = Ah exp - k T 

The function f(8) is defined by. 

f(8) ... (2 + cos 8) (I - cos (;1)2 
4 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

If 8 is less than 180°. f(8) is by definition less than unity. and w~ less than w·. 

Since this reduces the thermodynamic barrier to nucleation. it means in effect that 

heterogeneous nucleation is always favored over homogeneous nucleation when an 

embryo will "wet" the substrate (8 < 180°). However. Strnad's comment that "it is 

doubtful whether homogeneous nucleation can ever actually exist in practice" is. as 

will be seen. something of an overstatement. One limiting condition for hetero-

geneous nucleation is the requirement of minimal "disregistry". or mismatch 

between the crystal lattice spacing of the low index planes of the substrate and 
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crystallizing phases. McMillan (1979) suggests that 15 percent disregistry is the 

maximum allowable in most systems. Another requirement for heterogeneous nuc-

leation is the assumption implicit in Fig. 1.3 and the related equations that the su b-

strate particle be considerably larger than the critical nucleus size (that size suffi-

cient to overcome the free energy barriers and allow further crystallization). The 

work done by Ginther (1971) and by James et al. (1978) showed that mere platinum 

solubility in oxide glasses does not by itself promote nucleation. and Rindone 

(1962) concluded that a colloidal Pt particle size of about 50 A was necessary for 

the best results. Stookey (1959) mentions a similar size requirement in the case of 

gold. 

1.3.3. Thermodynamic Considerations 

Equation 1.2 pointed out that w· is in part a function of two free energy 

terms. a and AG. Unfortunately. neither is easily measurable at nucleation tem-

peratures. since both the nuclei and the rate at which incremental crystallizat ion 

occurs are extremely small. As a result. expressions have been developed to 

express these terms as a function of more measurable parameters. 

An early effort to express a as a function of the molar latent heat of fusion 

of the appropriate crystalline material (AH fM ) is given by Uhlmann (1969): 

( 1.16) 

where aM is the molar surface free energy. relatable to the interfacial free energy 

a by Gorskii's rule (Penkov and Gutzow. 1984): 
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0.17) 

where ex has a value on the order of .1. Uhlmann states that n in Eq. 1.16 is equal 

to two when applied to supercooled liquid metals. and three when applied to met-

alloids. organic compounds and alkali halides. 

A less simplistic approach to the estimation of a is found in the expression 

developed by Turnbull (Neilson and Weinberg. 1979): 

a .. ( 1.18) 

where N is Avogadro's number. V m the previously-described molar volume. and f3 

a constant whose value is not firmly set. Neilson and Weinberg suggest values of 

.33 for non-metals and .5 for metals. similar to the values for n in Eq. 1.16: 

Penkov and Gutzow (1984) quote a general value of .2. Working with actual nuc-

leation rate data in alkali silicate glasses. Matusita and Tashiro (1973a) calculated a 

f3 value of .45. which Gonzales-Oliver and James (1980) also employed. The disa-

greement suggests that the true value of f3. like that of 01. is at best currently lim-

ited to a rather wide range. 

The current method for estimating .o.G is based upon the work reported by 

Hoffman (1958). who noted that the usual expression. 

(I. I 9) 
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becomes less valid at higher undercoolings (equal to T - T m' where T is the nucle-

ation temperature and T m the melting point). A more accurate expression is 

(James, 1985), 

T T JT
m 

JTm[AC] AG ... AHrM T ~ - T ACp dT + T T T dT (1.20) 

where ACp is the difference between heat capacities at temperature T. If ACp IS 

considered as a constant, Eq. 1.20 becomes (Gonzalez-Oliver and James, 1980), 

(1.21) 

Again, as with the expressions for CT, Eq. 1.21 relies on assumptions. and its vali-

dity is only as good as the quality of these assumptions. Nevertheless, it represents 

a useful tool for assistance in the study of nucleation theory. 

1.4 A Description of Oxide Glasses 

1.4.1 Network-Formers and -Modifiers 

As the previous discussion has intimated, this work concerns nucleation in 

glasses, and in particular oxide glasses. The specification of oxide glasses is 

important. as the development of glasses based on other systems has become of in-

creasing importance in recent years. Non-:oxide glasses and liquids have also been 

of considerable utility in the study of nucleation phenomena; several authors 
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(Uhlmann. 1969; James. 1985) make reference to the work of Turnbull with super

cooled mercury. and the work of Uhlmann and co-workers with organic compounds 

such as o-terphenyl (e. g .• Yinnon and Uhlmann. 1981) has resulted in significant 

contributions to our understanding of nucleation and crystal growth theory. How

ever. further discussion will assume the term "glass" to mean a material based on a 

composition of inorganic oxides. unless otherwise specified. 

The justification for such an assumption lies in the long history of inorgan ic 

oxide glasses. as compared to other types. McMillan (1979). quoting the American 

Society for the Testing of Materials (A. S. T. M.). defines glass as "an inorganic 

product of fusion which has cooled to a rigid condition without crystallizing." 

Even for oxide glasses. however. this definition is no longer accurate; the develop

ment of sol-gel processes. such as that described by Branda et al. (1987) for lithium 

disilicate. makes the requirement of cooling from a melt obsolete. A more appro

priate definition. given by Uhlmann (1969). defines a glass as an "amorphous 

solid ... .in which the molecular array is characterized by the absence of long-range 

order." However. the A. S. T. M. definition retains the authority of tradition. and 

provides a good starting point for a discussion of the nature of an oxide glass. 

The reader will recall from the earlier discussion on nucleation that this 

phenomenon requires the overcoming of a kinetic barrier (~GD) to the process of 

atoms joining a subcritical nucleus before incipient crystallization can occur. As a 

melt is cooled to its normal freezing point. this kinetic barrier is balanced against 

the lower free energy obtainable through crystallization. If the driving force for 

crystallization is not sufficient to overcome this kinetic barrier. the melt can be 

"supercooled" below its melting point. It was pointed out in Eq. 1.5 that the kin

etic barrier to nucleation is also a function of the liquid's viscosity. which incre-
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ases as the liquid's temperature decreases. As a result. the barrier against nuclea

tion in some systems may increase as a supercooled melt's temperature decreases. 

even though the free energy difference between melt and crystalline solid may be 

increasing. Eventually. a temperature may be reached where the viscosity is high 

enough to give the liquid the characteristics of a solid (1013_10135 poise. depending 

on the definition). and this liquid is then considered a glass. Not all melts show 

such behavior at a given cooling rate; in fact. it was only the use of increased 

cooling-rate techniques to inhibit crystallization that allowed the development of 

metallic glasses. Hence. the separation of various liquids into the categories of 

"glass-former" and "non-glass-former" is dependent at least in part on a specified 

cooling rate from the melt. 

McMillan (1979) has reviewed the "random network" theory structure devel

oped by Zachariasen to describe why some oxide melts form glasses on cooling at a 

given rate and others do not. The random network theory stems from the disco

very of oxygen anion coordination of cations in condensed oxide phases. and the 

subsequent observation by Goldschmidt that several glass-forming oxides were tet

rahedrally-coordinated. Zachariasen found that tetrahedral coordination was not in 

itself sufficient for predicting glass formation in a compound. but noted that the 

cations in an oxide glass had similar coordination numbers to those in the crystal

line oxide. He deduced from this that the structures of the two should be similar. 

although the lack of sharp X-ray diffraction peaks from the glass demonstrated 

that it could not have the periodic structure of the crystalline material. As a 

result. he theorized that a glass consisted of a series of randomly-oriented networks 

of varying magnitude having the basic structural unit of the crystalline compound. 

but not assuming the long-range order of the latter due to distorted bond angles 
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between the cation and oxyanion. Figure 104. taken from McMillan's text. demon-

strates the difference between crystalline and glassy M20 3• where M is an idealized 

o Oxygen ion 

o M ion 

(0) 

Fig. 104. Comparison between the atomic structures of crystalline and glassy 
M20 3 • From the text by McMillan (1979). 

trivalent cation. 
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While not every tetravalently-coordinated cation necessarily forms a glass. it 

has been shown (McDowell. 1966) that lower coordination values can generally be 

associated with glass-forming ability. The trihedally-coordinated B20 3 is a glass

former. as are tetrahedral-unit Si02• Ge02• P205 and As20 5. (The reader will note 

that the valence state of the cation in a glass-forming oxide is not necessarily equal 

to its coordination number.) Other examples of tetrahedrally-coordinated - but not 

tetravalent - cations include beryllium and aluminum. Be and AI. while not glass

forming oxides at ordinary cooling rates themselves. are part of a group of oxides 

known as "intermediates". which under appropriate conditions are capable of bec

oming part of an existing network in a glass. McDowell points out that the coordi

nation numbers for intermediate oxides can range from four to six. and that their 

behavior in oxide melts and glasses is dependent on the particular coordination 

state. 

Figure 1.5. taken from the text by Richardson (1974). shows the effect on a 

glassy structure of the addition of a network-modifying oxide. As can be seen. 

network modifiers act to break up network structures. As this occurs. the viscos

ity of the glass decreases. and with it the kinetic barrier to nucleation. As a 

result. there is a specific limit (defined by the particular network-modifying cation 

and the cooling rate) to the amount of network modifier that can be added to a 

glass without resultant crystallization. Network modifiers generally have coordina

tion numbers of six or greater. and include the alkali and alkaline earth oxides. as 

wen as the rare earth and some transition-metal oxides. Depending on the circum

stances (most notably the composition of the melt or glass). intermediate oxides can 

also act as network modifiers. 
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Fig. 1.5. Network destruction in a glassy structure resulting from the addition of 
a network-modifying oxide. From the text by Richardson (1974). 

It has been pointed out that the coordination number of a given cation. 

while a good indicator of glass-forming ability of its oxide. is not in fact a perfect 

one. and other indicators have been developed. One of the most widely used is 

that of field strength. defined as the ionic charge on the particular cation. divided 

by the square of its ionic radius. Table III. taken from McMillan's text (1979). 

illustrates the field strength of some network-forming. intermediate and network-

modifying oxides; it will be noted that the correlation between this parameter and 

the behavior in glasses of the particular cation is also not perfect. Nevertheless. 

field strength remains a popular means of correlating the glass-forming ability of 

various oxides. 



TABLE III 

Field Strength of Various Cations. and Their Roles in Glass Structures 
(From the text of McMillan (1979)) 

Ion Field Strength 

B3+ 
pH 
SiH 

As5+ 
GeH 

BeH 

AI3+ 
TiH 
ZrH 

Mg2+ 
Li+ 
Ca2+ 
Na+ 
BaH 
K+ 

1.4.2 Phase Separation 

75.0 
43.2 
23.8 
22.6 
14.2 

20.8 
12.0 
8.7 
6.3 

4.7 
2.8 
2.0 
1.1 
1. 
.57 

Role in Glass Structure 

Network-
forming 

ions 

Intermediate 
ions 

Network-
modifying 

ions 
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The coordination number of a particular cation in a glass is the number of 

oxyanions which it attempts to "collect" around it. Occasionally in the quasilattice 

of random networks. cations can wind up competing for the attention of oxyanions 

as a result. The cations that wind up "winning" such a contest are usually those 

with the highest field strength; this means that most glasses can accommodate a 
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reasonable amount of network modifier in their structures, as the field strengths of 

the modifiers are generally low. However, as the amount of modifier grows, so 

does the net effect of its attraction for oxyanions in the quasilattice, and this in 

turn strains the network former-oxyanion bonds in the glass. As these bonds 

cannot withstand too great a degree of distortion of angle from that found in the 

crystalline material, the result is the creation of a driving force for a separation of 

the homogeneous glass into a glassy material with two phases. one with a higher 

(and thus less-distorted) content of network former. and the second with a higher 

content of network modifier than the original composition. The second phase is of 

course a prime candidate for crystalline-phase nucleation. having a network modif

ier content near (if not exceeding) the limits for a glassy phase at a given cooling 

rate. As might be expected. the tendency for phase separation is also a function of 

cooling rate; hence. metastable homogeneous glasses can be prepared by rapid cool

ing procedures from compositions that would otherwise exhibit phase separation. 

Because phase separation is caused by the competition for oxyanions 

between network formers and modifiers. the composition of the immiscibility gap 

(the composition-temperature region in a phase diagram where phase separation 

will occur at a given cooling rate) in a binary-oxide system is related to the field 

strengths of the two cations involved. Figure 1.6 illustrates this with the phase 

diagrams for the Si02- Ti02 and Li20-Si02 systems. taken from the reports of Tom

ozawa (1969) and West and Glasser (1971). respectively. Titania is an intermediate 

oxide. which means that it has a higher field strength than network-modifying 

lithia; as a reSUlt. the immiscibility gap in the former system is considerably 

larger. 
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Fig. 1.6. Immiscibility gaps in the silica-titania and lithia-silica systems. The 
Si02- Ti02 diagram (b) is taken from Tomozawa (1979); the Li20-Si02 diagram (a) 
from West and Glasser (1971). 

As was mentioned earlier. not all cations have equal valence and coord ina-

tion number; this is especially true of network modifiers. but is also seen with in-

termediates and network formers as well. As a result. the same strains caused by 

cation competition between network former and modifier that lead to phase separa-

tion may also occur between different network formers in the same quasilattice. 

An example is the case of aluminum inclusion in silicate networks; since trivalent 

Al is tetrahedra)]y-coordinated. something needs to be done to create a charge bal-

ance upon such inclusion. If network-modifying cations are available. these can 

also be included into the quasilattice to create such a charge balance. In this way. 

nepheline (NaAI02) can be made into a glass with a structure similar to that of 

silica. whereas ordinary alumina cannot. Of course. the inclusion of extra cations 
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into the quasilattice of (for example) a silicate or germanate glass causes additional 

strain to the network bonding. and thus a limit exists on how much alumina can be 

added without causing some alumina exclusion from the network structure. 

Another way of creating a charge balance is the addition of a network-forming 

cation whose valence is one higher than its coordination number. such as p 5+. 

Hence. crystalline aluminum orthophosphate (AIP04) has a structure that strongly 

resembles a form of crystalline silica. Figure 1.7. taken from McMillan's work 

Fig. 1.7. Charge balancing of aluminum in a silicate quasilattice. From the work 
of McMillan (1979). 

(1979). illustrates these two methods of charge balance. If such a charge balance 

cannot be achieved. the resulting strain on the existing networks caused by the 

imbalance resulting from phosphorus (or other pentavalent oxide) addition enhances 
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the possibility of phase separation. 

The previous sections have served as an introduction to some of the basic 

concepts involved in glass-ceramic nucleation research. In the succeeding chapter. 

a closer examination of the existing literature on the specific subject will be made. 

with special reference to the topics discussed above. As has been pointed out. 

even some of the basic concepts involved in this work are the subject of contro

versy; their application has at times caused an even more considerable discussion. 



CHAPTER TWO 

TOPICAL BACKGROUND 

The title of this work denotes experimental work on nucleation rates in a 

glass of specific composition (lithium disilicate). using nucleating agents from a 

specified group. Hence. it is useful to divide the review of the literature related 

to this work into three portions: nucleation in lithium silicate glasses. the influ

ence of nucleation agents (particularly oxides). and the use to date for that purpose 

of the specified oxides investigated in this work. Such a literature review com

prises this chapter. 

It is also of value at this point to introduce a "shorthand" chemical notation 

often used by glass-ceramists to describe glass compositions and the phases crystal

lized from them. The shorthand consists of the use of a single letter to denote a 

particular oxide; i. e .• L for Li20. S for Si02• A for A120 3• C for CaO. M for 

MgO. etc. Hence. spodumene. a phase commonly precipitated from lithium alumi

nosilicate glasses. can be written as L2AS4 rather than 2Li20·AI20 3·4Si02• and cor

dierite (2 MgO·2 A1 20 3·5 Si02) becomes M2A2S5. In this work. the shorthand 

system will be most apparent in the use of the abbreviations LS (lithium 

metasilicate) and LS2 (lithium disilicate). 

2.1 Introduction to the Lithium Silicate System 

Although a lithium silicate composition was used for the photosensitive 

glasses that Stookey (1958) first worked with in the development of glass-ceramics. 

and continues to be the choice of material for that application. the statement by 

30 
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Barry (1979) that "useful glass-ceramics cannot be made from pure Li 20-Si02 

glasses" is otherwise accurate. The commercial significance of lithium silicate 

compositions in glass-ceramic manufacture is currently limited to their having been 

the base for the development of lithium aluminosilicate materials. which find much 

wider use. However. the research significance of the lithium silicate system has 

endured far beyond its commercial ascendancy. largely due to the early discovery 

by researchers such as Jaccodine (1961) that lithium silicate glasses would engage 

in volume crystallization (i. e.. crystallization through the bu!k of the material 

rather than extending inward from the surface) without the addition of any nucle

ating agent. The uniqueness of "self-catalyzed" bulk nucleation is emphasized by 

the fact that Zanotto (1987). more than twenty years later. could list only six such 

systems (all silicate) exhibiting it. 

Figure 2.1. taken from the work of Kalinina et al. (1964). shows the silica

rich end of the Li20-Si02 phase diagram. It should be noted that this diagram 

does not show the miscibility gap illustrated in Fig. 1.6. since the latter is an 

entirely sub-solidus phenomenon. and as mentioned before. dependent on thermal 

history. Fig. 2.1 illustrates the existence in the Li20-Si02 system of three "binary" 

compounds. namely the orthosilicate (L2S). metasiIicate (LS) and disilicate (LS2). 

West and Glasser (1971) have demonstrated the existence of an additional non

equilibrium phase. LS3. about which Iitt]e else is known. LS2 has two stable poly

morphs. with a transformation temperature of 12] 2 K; although it does not melt 

congruently. Fig. 2.] shows a difference of only five degrees between liquidus and 

solidus. and James (1985) states that the difference is in fact only one degree. A 

low-temperature metastable polymorph of LS2 also exists. described as a solid solu

tion similar to the stable form (West and Glasser; West. 1976). The latter. how-
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ever. exhibits no non-stoichiometry. while the metastable form can range between 

lithia mole fractions of .28 and .38. 
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Fig. 2.1. Lithia-silica phase diagram. From the work of Kalinina et al. (1964). 

2.1.1 Early Nucleation and Crystallization Work 

As Fig. 1.1 illustrates. many amorphous materials exhibit a small tempera-

ture range where nucleation and crystallization both occur at significant rates. 

This was of some importance to early glass-ceramic researchers. since it aJ)owed 

for the conducting of crystallization experiments with "visible" results - i. e .. 
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nuclei that grew large enough to become apparent under a microscope. Jaccodine 

(1961). in demonstrating self-catalyzing crystallization in lithium silicate glasses. 

developed such a constant-temperature experimental regime. using a heat-treatment 

temperature range of 793-973 K for a glass containing 30 % lithia (unless otherwise 

stated. percentages assume a molar basis). He identified the crystalline product of 

his experiments as the stable low-temperature LS2. and by running experiments at 

a given temperature for varying times and counting the number of resulting cry

stals in a polished cross-section of the glass was able to publish "nucleation 

rate"-type curves for the different temperatures. 

The "one-step" technique proved popular with subsequent researchers. and 

was still finding occasional use more than twenty years later (Gonzalez-Pen a and 

Rincon Lopez. 1986). Kalinina et al. (1964) reported that the low-temperature 

range of the joint nucleation-and-crystallization region could be extended as low as 

753 K. providing that sufficient heat-treatment times were used. It was found. 

however. that the choice of heat-treatment temperature had a significant impact on 

the crystalline product. Several workers. using glasses with compositions roughly 

equivalent to LS2. found that heat-treatment for short times at higher temperatures 

(above 773 K) initially resulted in the appearance of crystalline LS rather than LS2 

(Kalinina et al.; Kinser and Hench. 1968; Hench et al.. 197 I; West and Glasser. 

197 I; Partridge. 1979; Gonzalez-Pena and Rincon Lopez); the metasilicate eventu

ally transformed into disilicate as the heat-treatment times increased. Most of the 

early experimental work was centered on the examination of parameters related to 

crystal growth rather than nucleation. however; typical of this was the work of 

Morley (1965). Phillips and McMillan (1965). Freiman and Hench (1968). Doremus 

and Turkalo (1971). Tomozawa (1973) and James and Keown (1974). 
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The one-step approach presented obvious limitations to the study of devitri

fication phenomena. in that neither nucleation or crystallization rates could be 

maximized within the "joint" temperature range. As a result. researchers began to 

use a new technique that combined nucleation for a specified time at a given tem

perature with a "development" step at a second. higher temperature. Some experi

ments. such as those of Harper and McMillan (1972). simply appended the develop

ment step onto nucleation conducted at temperatures in the one-step range; how

ever. others discovered that the "two-step" technique could be used to look at nuc

leation at temperatures much lower than those previously allowed. As a result. 

workers such as Filipovich and Kalinina (1968). Ito et al. (1968). and Matusita and 

Tashiro (1971) were able to measure nucleation rates at temperatures as low as 

713 K. There was some question whether the new technique was theoretically 

sound. due to the possibility of nuclei redissolving into the matrix as the tempera

ture (and thus the critical nucleus size) increased. However. Tomozawa (1972) 

demonstrated that such transient nucleation was not in fact a problem. by varying 

the development temperature for a given nucleation time and temperature; the 

measured number of nuclei proved to be independent of the development point. 

Harper and McMillan (1972) and James (1974) performed similar experiments. 

reaching the same conclusion. Kalinina et al. (1977). however. showed that the use 

of too high a development temperature (873 K) could indeed have an effect on nuc

leation-rate results. most specifically on the measured induction time. James (1984) 

summarized the current position on the two-step experimental technique by recom

mending that it be "used sensibly". 

Another important concern in examination of the history of nucleation 

experiments on lithium silicate glasses is the choice of composition. As Fig. 1.6 
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points out. the edge of the miscibility gap in the Li20-Si02 system is very close to 

the composition of LS2; as will be discussed later. the relationship between phase 

separation and non-catalyzed volume crystallization has been a source of consider

able controversy. Another influence on the choice of glass composition for nuclea

tion experiments is that the glass-forming region in the lithium silicate system is 

limited to less than 35.5 % lithia at "traditional" cooling rates (Strnad. 1986). The 

result of these considerations is that most studies have been conducted with glasses 

whose compositions were "about" that of LS2; this allowed either the study of 

nucleation under non-phase-separating conditions. or investigation of the effect of 

phase separation. The glass-formation range has also alJowed the study of higher

silica compositions. generally that of the trisilicate (Kalinina et al.. 1964; Korelova 

et al.. 1964; Phillips and McMillan. 1965; Freiman and Hench. 1968; Nakagawa 

and Izumitani. 1969; Doremus and Turkalo. 1972; Harper and McMillan. 1972; 

Matusita et al.. 1974. 1975; Hautojarvi et al.. 1978; Ghoneim et al.. 1979; Komppa. 

1979). Of course. faster cooling rates can be used to extend the glass formation 

range. and such a technique has been used to create glasses with lithia content 

approaching the metasilicate (Barker et al.. 1987). The importance of composition 

in nucleation experiments will be examined further in discussions on the effects of 

phase separation and nucleating agents. 

2.1.2 Experimental Results 

It was stated earlier that Jaccodine (1961) was the first to publish data 

showing the number of nuclei (or more accurately. the number of crystals resulting 

from such nuclei) in a lithium silicate glass sample produced as a function of the 

time at a given heat-treatment temperature. Figure 2.2. taken from that work. 
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demonstrates that the nucleation "rates" in Jaccodine's glasses (the slope of the 
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Fig. 2.2. Number of crystals vs. heat-treatment time at a given temperature. for 
30 % Li20 glasses. From the work of Jaccodine (1961 ). 

lines) increased with temperature. However. the reader will recall the earlier men-

tion of work showing that the phase initially nucleating in lithium disilicate glasses 

at higher temperatures (e. g .. above 773 K) was in fact LS rather than LS2. The 

establishment of the two-step experimental technique made it possible to measure 

nucleation rates at lower temperatures. yielding a nucleation rate-vs.-temperature 

curve considerably different in appearance. Figure 2.3. taken from the work of 

Tomozawa (1972). illustrates such a curve. typical in appearance of those nuclea-

tion studies conducted with LS2-composition glasses. As expected. this curve dis-

plays the shape dt!scribed in Fig. 1.1. The maximum of this curve (T max)' 723 K. 

is within the 723-738 K range claimed by most authors (Filipovich and Kalinina. 

197); Kalinina et aI.. ) 972; Tomozawa. ) 972; Matusita and Tashiro. ) 973a; James. 
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Fig. 2.3. Nucleation rate-vs.-temperature curve for LS2-composition glass. From 
the work of Tomozawa (1972). 

1974; Gonzalez-Oliver et al.. 1979; Rowlands and James. 1979a; Fokin et al.. 1981; 

Marotta et aI.. 1981; Zan otto and Craievich. 1981; Zanotto and James. 1985; Bra-

etsch and Frischat. 1987). Causes for uncertainty in the estimate of T max include 

the number of sample points. and the exact composition and thermal history of the 

sample; it obviously cannot be presumed that all researchers have used exactly 

similar experimental conditions. Gonzales-Oliver et al. and Zan otto and James 

have also pointed out how small levels of some impurities can effect nucleation 

rates and their relationship to temperature. One particularly noteworthy result of 

this determination of T max in LS2 glasses was its leading to the enunciation by FiI-

ipovich and Kalinina that this temperature is equal to or just above the glassifica-

tion temperature (Tg) for homogeneously-nucleating glasses in general. The value 
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of this hypothesis has since been further confirmed by work on nucleation in 

sodium silicate and other glass systems (Filipovich et al.. 1975; James. 1985). 

In the discussion of "nucleation rate". no mention has yet been made of the 

effect of the induction time parameter T discussed in Chapter One. The discovery 

of this factor in LS2-glass nucleation was of course not made until the employment 

of the two-step experimental regime. as the temperatures used in one-step nuclea

tion were high enough to essentially set T to zero. However. even the first two

step experiments (Ito et al.. 1968) uncovered an appreciable "lag time" prior to the 

establishment of steady-state nucleation. which grew as the nucleation temperature 

decreased. The effect of the induction time period was such as to throw off by as 

much as thirty degrees the value of T max for those researchers choosing not to dif

ferentiate between steady-state and non-steady-state nucleation rates (Ito et al.; 

Nakagawa and Izumitani. 1969). Later work by James (1974) and Kalinina et al. 

(1977) showed that the relationship between T and I proposed by Kashchiev (1969) 

fit well to experimental data. and that a plot of In T vs. the reciprocal of the nucle

ation temperature produced a straight line for a given glass composition. James 

also showed that the slope of this line was equal to ~GD/kT. where AGD was the 

kinetic barrier to nucleation introduced in Eq. 1.1. 

One cautionary note about T was reported through the work of Fokin et al. 

(1981). This study looked at the effect upon nucleation rates of "pre-treatment" of 

the experimental LS2 glasses from heating for varying periods of times at tempera

tures below the nucleation range. prior to a one-step heat-treatment at 653-658 K. 

Pre-treatment generally resulted in a considerable increase in nucleation density. 

especially for shorter heat-treatment times. Fokin et al. ascribed this to the growth 

of subcritical nuclei at the pre-treatment temperature to a size greater than the 
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critical size at the actual nucleation temperature, resulting in a "transient" nuclea

tion rate of a different sort. Obviously, induction periods also vanished as a result 

of the pre-treatment. 

2.1.3. Two Controversies 

It has already been mentioned that stoichiometric LS2 lies very near to the 

lithia-rich edge of the equilibrium miscibility gap of the Li 20-Si02 system 

(Fig. 1.6), and that this allowed for the testing of possible effects of phase separa

tion on nucleation rates in glasses of this relative composition. The results of such 

experimental work have constituted a significant source of disagreement in the lit

erature, recently summarized in the work reported by Zanotto and Craievich 

(1981). It should be pointed out that this issue has also arisen in response to 

experiments on homogeneous nucleation in other glass systems, most notably the 

barium silicate compositions studied by Ramsden (James, 1984). 

It was implied in Chapter One that it was possible to avoid phase separation 

in Li20-Si02 glasses with compositions within the miscibility gap by cooling them 

from the liquid at a fast enough rate. Hence, as Nakagawa and Izumitani (1969) 

showed, it is possible to create both phase-separated and non-phase-separated 

glasses with the same lithia content and compare their nucleation rates under 

identical heat-treatment conditions. Doing so, they found that no difference in that 

parameter was measurable, and concluded that phase separation had no effect on 

nucleation. Harper et al. (1970), using a similar glass, noted that phase separation 

tended to slow crystal growth rates at a temperature in the one-step zone (773 K), 

which would result in an indirect increase in nucleation rates; however, they also 

concluded that "structural changes other than glass-in-glass phase separation are 
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responsible for crystal nucleation in these materials". Harper and McMillan (1972) 

later reiterated this conclusion after finding no relationship between nucleation 

rate and the volume percentage of phase-separated material. although admitting 

that this approach "constitutes a poor method of characterising the morphology of 

phase-separation" . 

Disagreement with this conclusion was reported almost immediately. Tomo

zawa (1972) performed nucleation experiments with a series of glasses whose com

positions. although similar. placed them on both sides of the miscibility boundary. 

Using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to examine phase separation in a nucle

ating specimen. he determined that the early stages of phase separation were in 

fact associated with higher nucleation rates. The reason given for this was that 

the separating phase. almost pure Si02• left in its wake a silica-depleted zone 

which would presumably be more susceptible to disilicate nucleation. Tomozawa 

also pointed out that the T max determined by Nakagawa and Izumitani (1969). 

748 K. was 25 degrees higher than that reported in other work. and suggested that 

the short nucleation times used by the former might be responsible for the discre

pancy (and hence possibly for an incorrect conclusion regarding the effect of phase 

separation). 

Later work from a group centered at the Helsinki University of Technology 

tended to support Tomozawa's view. Hautojarvi et al. (1978) used positron annihi

lation techniques to measure phase-separation and crystallization parameters. and 

reached a conclusion precisely the opposite of that claimed by Harper et al. (1970). 

The basis for the disagreement was that glasses with 22.5 and 27.5 % lithia (phase

separated) showed much higher nucleation rates than one with 32.5 % Li 20; pre

sumably a glass with a composition closer to that of the nucleating phase would 
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show a higher rate if phase separation had no effect. Komppa (1979). working 

with glasses of the same composition. reiterated this conclusion. However. it 

should be pointed out that both of these works used one-step nucleation-and

growth experimental techniques; the questions concerning what actually nucleates 

at temperatures in the one-step temperature range may have had some bearing on 

the results. 

The most recent discussion of the potential effect of phase-separation on 

nucleation rates in lithium silicate glasses is that of Zanotto and Craievich (198 I). 

This study used the two-step experimental technique. nucleating samples of glasses 

with 31.0 and 33.3 % lithia at 748 K. and repeated Tomozawa's use of SAXS in 

examining phase separation during the nucleation period. The results showed a 

significantly higher nucleation rate for the phase-separated 31.0 % glass than the 

homogeneous 33.3 % material. Zan otto and Craievich also pointed out that the 

maximum-rate temperature for phase-separation published by Nakagawa and Izum

itani (1969). 723 K. was roughly equivalent to the value of T max for LS2 crystal 

nucleation published by most workers. indicating a relationship between the two. 

A later investigation (Zanotto and James. 1983) reached a similar conclusion. but 

also found that the crystalline phase present in the phase-separated and nucleated 

glasses was the metastable LS2 polymorph. rather than the stable low-temperature 

form. At this point in time. it would appear that the existence of a positive influ

ence of phase separation on the nucleation rates of lithium silicate glasses is the 

accepted view. Why this occurs is less certain. 

A second topic of discussion resulting from the body of nucleation research 

in lithium silicate (specifically LS2) glasses is whether the observed nucleation is 

truly homogeneous. The reader will recall the earlier quote from Strnad (1986) 
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about the improbability of truly homogeneous nucleation. Hence. a considerable 

effort in the literature has been given to "proving" that the nucleation seen in stoi

chiometric (and thus non-phase-separating) LS2 glasses is truly homogeneous. 

A particular focus in this effort has been the study of whether the choice 

of crucible material has any effect on nucleation rates. Most experimental regimes 

make use of platinum-based crucible materials for glass-melting. and it was earlier 

mentioned that Pt was one of the first nucleating agents used in the development 

of glass-ceramics. However. the necessity of a certain minimum particle size for 

noble metal nucleants has also been demonstrated. and platinum solubilization in 

glass melts from a crucible wall would be on the atomic-size scale. Ginther (1971) 

showed that Pt solubility in alkali silicate melts was generally no more than five 

parts per million (ppm). and Kim and Tomozawa (1973) further demonstrated that 

the presence of platinum in such melts had no apparent effect on phase separation 

tendencies. The final word on possible heterogeneous nucleation catalysis in LS2 

glasses from the use of platinum-based crucibles comes from the work of James 

et al. (1978). who prepared LS2 melts in platinum and silica crucibles. observing no 

difference in the resultant nucleation patterns. Similar work in this same study 

with the use of "charge" materials of different levels of purity showed "that the 

levels of impurities present when using normal batch materials ... probably have an 

negligible effect on nucleation rates in the composition studied". "Negligible" is of 

course a relative term. and the review by Zan otto and James (1985) suggests that 

the levels of some impurities might have some influence; but it is generally agreed 

that little evidence has been found for the existence of any source of heterogenei

ties that might produce non-homogeneous nucleation in "pure" LS2 glasses. 
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Other means have also been used to "prove" that nucleation in LS2 glasses 

is in fact homogeneous. Most notable in this vein is the work of Weinberg et al. 

(1984), who pointed out that a heterogeneous nucleation rate-vs.-time curve would 

reach a steady-state value and then drop to zero as the number of available sites 

ran out. The fact that researchers such as James (1974) had measured no such 

drop in LS2 glasses was good evidence for non-heterogeneous (i. e., homogeneous) 

nucleation. Another point brought up by various reviewers (Neilson and Wein

berg, 1979; Rowlands and James, 1979b) concerns the pre-exponential factor A in

troduced in the earlier discussion of homogeneous nucleation theory (see Eq. 1.6). 

The nucleation-rate experiments conducted to date have yielded values of A much 

higher than those predicted by theory and existing thermodynamic data for LS2. 

However, it has been pointed out that had the nucleation been heterogeneous, the 

discrepancy should have been even greater. Again, the hypothesis of homogeneous 

nucleation in LS2 glasses was "proven" by default. 

2.2 Research on Oxide Nucleating Agents 

It was mentioned in Chapter One that glass-ceramics were first prepared 

using copper, gold and silver as nucleating agents precipitated from solid solution 

by ultraviolet Jight, and that other noble metals (Rh, Pd, Pt) have also been added 

in metallic form for this purpose. It is generally agreed that metallic nucleating 

agents work by providing a surface within the bulk of a glass for heterogeneous 

nucleation, which is energetically favored over the homogeneous variety. How

ever, the later development of oxide nucleating agents presents a more complex 

story, with some disagreement in the literature. A discussion of the background of 

the use of oxide nucleating agents is a useful foundation for a more complete dis-
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cussion of the six particular oxides used in this work. 

2.2.1 A Theoretical History 

As previously mentioned. the first oxide nucleating agent used was titania 

(Ti02). discovered by Stookey (1959). He found that the use of two to twenty 

weight percent of it would produce glass-ceramics with much finer grain sizes. an 

obvious sign of nucleation agent behavior (McMillan. 1979). This was followed in 

the early 1960's by the use of a series of other oxides; several reviewers give a 

listing of those compounds tried (Berezhnoi. 1970; Thakur. 1971; Matusita and 

Tashiro. 1973b; McMillan. 1979; Strnad. 1986). The most widely used. along with 

titania. have been zirconia. discussed as early as 1962. and phosphorus pentoxide. 

the use of which was discovered at roughly the same time by researchers in Eng

land and Japan (Tashiro. 1966). 

The initial view of how titania act.ed as a nucleating agent was similar to 

the method by which noble metals worked; i. e .• Ti02 precipitated from supersatu

rated solution in the glass as a colloidal particle during heat treatment. which then 

acted as a substrate for heterogeneous nucleation of the major crystalline phase 

(Stookey and Maurer. 1962; Berezhnoi. 1970). However. no researcher was actually 

able to identify titania crystals in a nucleating glass. and this suggested the need 

for a new view of the method by which oxide nucleating agents worked. Such a 

new approach was provided by the work of Maurer (1962) and Ohlberg et al. 

(1962). who found that titania-nucleated glasses exhibited phase separation prior to 

crystallization. The phase separation caused most of the Ti02 to be rejected into 

the dispersed phase; here spontaneous crystallization of an alkali or alkaline-earth 

titanate occurred. The titanate then served as a heterogeneous nucleation site for 
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the major crystalline phase. Support for this being the modus operandi for some 

nucleating agents comes from the work of Matusita and Tashiro (1973b). who 

found that TiOz and ZrOz did not act as nucleating agents when added to an LS2 

glass. where no phase separation occurred. An interesting side note from this 

work and a succeeding publication (Matus ita et al.. 1975) is that the inclusion of 

zirconia in lithium silicate glasses apparently tends to stabilize the nucleation of LS 

rather than LS2 at lower nucleation temperatures (also see Stewart. 1971). 

PzOs does not appear to work in the same way as TiOz and ZrOz. despite 

the conjecture by Harper and McMillan (1972) that L2P might precipitate in phase

separated LS2 glasses to which phosphates have been added. What was noticed in 

examining the influence of PzOs. an especially effective nucleating agent. was that 

its addition tended to significantly increase the size of the miscibility gap in the 

. lithia-silica system (phillips and McMillan. 1965; Tomozawa. 1971; James and 

Keown. 1974; Matusita et al.. 1974). As a result. it was thought for some time that 

all oxide nucleating agents worked by promoting phase separation. and thus hetero

geneous nucleation (phillips and McMillan; Tashiro. 1969). However. Harper and 

McMillan (1972) discovered that P20 S improved nucleation rates in LS2 glasses 

even when phase separation did not occur. As reviewers have been increasingly 

willing to admit. there does not seem to be a single mechanism by which oxide 

nucleating agents work. and that which mechanism does apply may depend on the 

base glass as much as the particular oxide. 

But if a nucleating agent promotes neither phase separation nor heterogene

ous nucleation. what does it do? It will be recalled from Eqs. 1.2 and 1.6 that one 

of the factors in the rate equation for steady-state homogeneous nucleation is a. the 

interfacial energy between a subcritical nucleus and glass matrix; lowering a in-
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creases I. The possibility that the addition of P20 S lowers u in a lithium silicate 

glass. thus improving homogeneous nucleation rates. has been raised by several 

authors. and has been proposed as an explanation for the effectiveness of V20 S and 

Mo03 as well (Harper et al.. 1970; Harper and McMillan. 1972; Matusita and Tash

iro. 1973b; James and Keown. 1974; Ghoneim et al.. 1979; Penkov and Gutzow. 

1984). Penkov and Gutzow also discuss theories proposing a direct relationship 

between u for the interface between a glass and crystalline phase of the same com

position. and the surface tension of that glass with a vapor phase (e. g .. air). This 

leads in turn to notice of the work of Appen and Kajalowa (1963). who showed 

that the addition of several oxides to a lithium silicate melt caused dramatic decre

ases in its surface tension. Among these were the oxides of four of the six ele

ments in Groups VB and VIB of the periodic table - Cr20 3• Mo03• V 20 S and W03 

(Nb20 s and Ta20 s• the other two oxides in this grouping. were apparently not 

tested). Hence. the hypothesis follows that these six oxides should act to promote 

homogeneous nucleation in lithium silicate glasses. The testing of that hypothesis 

is the basis of this work. 

2.2.2 Notes on Experimental Philosophy 

The reader may have noted that all of the oxides mentioned so far as nucle

ating agents have one thing in common. namely their behavior as network formers 

or intermediates in glasses. This goes a long way toward explaining the reason for 

the expansion of the miscibility gap boundaries in the lithia-silica system caused 

by some nucleating agents; their addition serves merely to increase the concentra

tion of network former to the point where the effective "composition" lies in the 

two-phase region. Once this is done. phase separation follows. and hence higher 
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nucleation rates. One might as well add Si02 and accomplish the same thing. 

Hence. the judgment of whether a particular oxide is a true nucleating agent has to 

be made with respect to a given acid-base balance. which in effect means gener

ally replacing silica on a percent-for-percent basis (as most proposed nucleating 

agents are network formers). In many cases. most notably the work of Matusita 

and co-workers (Matus ita and Tashiro. 1973b; Matusita et al.. 1974. 1975). this has 

not been done; the experimental ~rogram has been simply to add the proposed nuc

leating agent to a given glass composition. Much of the British work with P20 5 

has. however. been done on such a "replacement" basis. making for a much more 

accurate assessment of the relative effect of this particular oxide (Harper et al .. 

1970; Doremus and Turkalo. 1972; Harper and McMillan. 1972; Partridge et al.. 

1973; James and Keown. 1974). Examination of other oxides on this basis would 

obviously serve as a more credible test. 

Another significant point to be made in a discussion of research on nucleat

ing agents (especially oxides) is that their definition implies that they affect a much 

larger surrounding system. McMillan (1979) has appropriately pointed out that the 

experimental addition of twenty weight percent or more of some "nucleating 

agents" to various glasses essentially changed the nature of the system studied. and 

limited the validity of the results. This concern is especially applicable to the stu

dies conducted by Janakiramarao (1964) and by Nakagawa and Izumitani (1969). 

Obviously. at what point how much becomes too much is a matter of degree; 

Thakur (1971) has shown that metallic nucleating agents are effective at concentra

tions orders of magnitude less than those used for oxide-agent additions. Nev

ertheless. the choice of a proper level of use of oxide nucleating-agent inclusions is 

necessary to maintain the validity of results of an experimental study of this type. 
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The literature on nucleating agents does not include a large number of com

parative studies of proposed agents under controlled experimental conditions. The 

works of Matusita and co-workers (Matusita and Tashiro. 1973b; Matusita et al.. 

1974. 1975). while employing such a comparative basis. have previously been men

tioned with regard to their lack of a constant acid-base balance in the experimental 

glasses; in addition. most of the oxides used in these studies were not among those 

generally recognized as nucleating agents. and only one of the VB and VIS oxides 

(V 20S) was tried. The work of Thakur (1971) has also been mentioned. but this 

work was performed mostly to compare oxide and metallic agents. under conditions 

favoring the latter. Samdani et al. (1969) used the "additive" technique to look at 

Ti02. Zr02 and V20 S additions to a lithium aluminosilicate composition; however. 

their research technique involved the examination of differential thermal analysis 

(DT A) traces. rather than direct observation of actual nucleation rates at a fixed 

temperature and acid-base balance. Similar concerns affect the validity of the 

more recent works of Ghoneim et al. (1979) and of Gonzalez-Pena and Rincon 

Lopez (1986). 

It was noted earlier that P20 S additions to a lithium silicate glass tended to 

slow crystal growth rates as well as promote nucleation (Phillips and McMillan. 

1965). The reader will also recall the suggestion by Harper and McMillan (1972). 

seconded by Gonzalez-Pena and Rincon Lopez (1986). that slowed growth and in

creased nucleation rates are interrelated. (Leubner (1987) has demonstrated a simi

lar effect for silver halide nucleation from aqueous solutions with various addi

tives.) As a result. the comparative-crystallization study results reported by Par

tridge et al. (1973) are of some significance in reviewing the literature background 

on comparative nucleation-agent experiments. The "base glass" used in this study 
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contained 35 % LizO. placing it well outside the phase-separation range: the 

"replacement" experimental technique was used to test the effect on crystal growth 

rates of small (one percent) Alz0 3• PzOs, TiOz and V 20 S inclusions. Figure 2.4. 

taken from this work. shows that alumina and titania had little effect. while the 
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Fig. 2.4. Crystal-growth vs. temperature curves for various lithium silicate 
glasses: from the work of Partridge et al. (1973). Curve A shows the base glass 
(35 % Li20. 65 % Si02): curves B. C. D and E show the results of replacing one 
percent silica with (respectively) A1 20 3• Ti02• V 20S and P 20 S' 

other two oxides slowed growth rates noticeably. Application of these results to 

the hypothesized relationship between nucleation and growth rates yields results 

consistent with previously-reported data about the effect of these oxides as poten-

tial nucleating agents in non-phase-separated lithium silicate glasses. It further 

demonstrates that while a variety of techniques have been used to study nuclea-

tion-rate phenomena. careful control of the experimental conditions is necessary to 
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achieve the most valid results. 

2.3 The Significant Six..:. The VB and VIB Oxides 

In reviewing the literature devoted to the specific use of the six oxides used 

in this work as nucleating agents. it becomes apparent that four "subgroups" can 

be created from the larger listing. The reasons behind the subgroupings include 

similarity of valence states (Mo03 and W03• Nb20 s and Ta20 s). use as coloring as 

well as nucleating agents (Cr203' V20 S)' and possible solubility limits. As a result. 

this part of the review will also be split into four subsections. 

2.3.1 MoO, and WO, 

These two oxides rank as among the first used :as nucleating agents, dating 

back to the Japanese patent filing of Hayami et al. (1966) In 1960, and the 1961 

British patent of McMillan and Partridge (McMillan. 1979). In both cases. the pat

ented base glass was a lithium aluminosilicate composition. which by then had 

replaced pure lithium silicate glasses as the object of industrial research. McMil

lan points out that Mo03 and W03 had greater solubility in compositions with 

higher Al20 3 content than other proposed nucleating agents. and hence could be 

used in a wider variety of compositions. Hayami et al. also discovered that molyb

dite and wolframite were especially useful when employed in combination with 

other nucleating agents; this "synergistic" effect has been noted for several combi

nations (Partridge et al.. 1973). and is generally ascribed to the ability of Mo03 and 

W03 to increase the solubility of the second agent - Zr02 in the case of the lithium 

aluminosilicate-based material patented by McMillan and Lawton (1967), P 205 for a 

similar patent by McMillan and Partridge (1967). Such synergism is also the basis 
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for the inclusion of Mo03 and W03 in other glass-ceramic patents (McMillan and 

Partridge. 1972; Flannery and Wexell. 1976). 

Molybdite and wolframite have also been used as "solitary" nucleating agents 

in the patent literature (Beall. 1971). McMillan (1979) points out that Mo and W 

are hexavalent. and hence have a higher field strength than other elements; as a 

result. they tend to promote the precipitation of crystalline molybdates and/or 

tungstates. which in turn serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites (unlike LS2. lith

ium aluminosilicate glasses do not engage in self-catalyzed nucleation). This 

suggestion is agreed with in the patents of Beall and of Flannery and Wexell 

(1976). No research has yet been done on the effect of adding Mo03 and W03 to a 

pure lithium silicate glass. so its effect in this system is not yet certain. 

2.3.2 V2 0 S 

The research background with respect to the use of this oxide as a nucleat

ing agent is the most extensive of the six. The use of V 20S is as longstanding as 

that of Mo03 and W03• going back to Japanese work published in 1960 (Matusita 

and Tashiro. 1973b). Furthermore. a good deal of information is available on its 

effect in pure lithium silicate glasses. rather than just aluminosilicate materials: 

most recent among this body is the work of Gonzalez-Pena and Rincon Lopez 

(1986). who added one percent V20 S to base glasses with a variety of lithia concen

trations. 

Mention has already been made of the research published by Matusita and 

co-workers (Matusita and Tashiro. 1973b; Matusita et al.. 1974. 1975). who in

cluded V20 S among the variety of oxides which they added to LS2 and LS3 

glasses. In both cases. the addition yielded a number of crystals for a given heat-
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treatment about equal to the amount created in the base glass. leading to the con

clusion that this oxide was not a nucleating agent. Matusita and Tashiro did note, 

however. that LS2 glasses containing V20 S did behave differently from glasses con

taining other added oxides in that they did not follow a trendline of crystal den

sity-vs.-viscosity for a given heat-treatment temperature. This was ascribed to a 

possible reduction in u caused by its addition. 

Gonzalez-Pena and Rincon Lopez (1986) claimed. however. that V 20S did 

act as a nucleating agent. though their work did not directly measure nucleation 

rates. Their claim was based on the apparent encouragement of phase separation 

caused by its addition. and the slower crystal growth rates that resulted; the reader 

will recall the earlier discussion of the work reported by Partridge et al. (1973), 

As previously mentioned. however. Gonzalez-Pena and Rincon Lopez used the 

one-step experimental technique in their work. often observing LS rather than LS2 

in the final crystalline product as a result. Ghoneim et al. (1979) found that V20 S 

additions produced no change in the crystalline products of LS3 glasses when nuc

leated in the two-step temperature range. 

V20 S has also found extensive use as a nucleating agent in lithium alumino

silicate glass-ceramics. although the difficulty with applying this work to pure lith

ium silicate glasses has previously been noted. One of the difficulties of examin

ing the effect of nucleating agents in aluminosilicate glasses is the fact that they 

are indeed much better glass-ceramics than the pure silicates; the grain sizes in 

these materials are so small that direct measurement of nucleation rates is impossi

ble. As a result. other techniques such as DTA measurements are used; this is the 

case in the investigations of the effects of V20 S and Ti02 additions conducted by 

Samdani et al. '(1969) and by Lee and Chung (1985). Samdani et al. proposed that 
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an additive can be classified as a nucleating agent if it lowered the maximum cry

stal growth rate temperature, which V20 S did and Ti02 did not (in direct disagree

ment with the work of Lee and Chung). V20 S has also been used in the alumino

silicate compositions patented by McMillan and Partridge (1967. 1972) and Rittler 

(1984). 

2.3.3 Cr20S 

The use of chromium (III) oxide as a nucleating agent in glass-ceramics is 

more common in compositions other than those based on the lithium silicate system. 

as has been pointed out by previous reviewers (McMillan. 1979; Gonzalez-Pena 

and Rincon Lopez. 1986). Berezhnoi (1970) points out that two major uses for 

Cr20 3 include plagioclase (N-A-C-S) glasses and a series of glass-ceramics based on 

slags. In addition. Cr20 3 is often added to glass-ceramics as a coloring agent. pro

ducing an attractive shade of green. 

Whether Cr20 3 behaves as a nucleating agent in lithium silicate glasses at 

all is a matter of some contention. The claim that it does not stems from the work 

of Thakur (1971). who used a DTA technique to compare its effectiveness with 

that of various metallic nucleating agents; the concerns with this particular experi

mental program have already been mentioned. Gonzalez-Pena and Rincon Lopez 

(1986) reached the opposite conclusion. however. In fact. they noted that they had 

had to limit the amount of Cr20 3 added to their glasses in order to keep them from 

crystallizing on cooling. However. the exact nature of the crystallization that 

occurred when too much Cr was added was not determined. and Gonzalez-Pena 

and Rincon Lopez may have simply run into a solubility limit. McMillan (1979) 

mentions that such was in fact the case in work conducted on Cr20 3 additions to 
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the C-M-A-S system. Ghoneim et al. (1979) also experimented with the addition 

of Cr20 S to lithium silicate glasses. without reporting experimental results of any 

usefulness. 

2.3.4 Nb20 s and Ta20 S 

These two oxides are without question the least investigated of the six to be 

examined in this study; in addition. some of what background literature exists is of 

questionable value. This comment applies in particular to the work of Janakira

marao (1964). who added Nb20 s and Ta20 S to potassium silicate and germanate 

glasses. observing the areas of the ternary phase diagram where volume crystalliza

tion resulted. The results of this work generally showed that large (30-50 wt.-per

cent) additions were necessary to produce such an outcome. and McMillan's cau

tion about the definition of a nucleating agent bears remembrance. Of somewhat 

greater significance is the work of Muller (1972). who found that Nb20 s and TazOs 

did encourage nucleation in lithium aluminosilicate glass-ceramics when added in 

reasonable amounts. More significantly. he found that the synergistic effect often 

noticed after the addition of a combination of nucleating agents was applicable 

here; Nb20 s and Ta20 S' when used in combination with Zr02• were especially 

effective. In explaining this. Muller noted the high field strength of the pentava

lent niobate and tantalate ions. which has been previously mentioned as a parame

ter associated with the effectiveness of various proposed oxide nucleating agents. 

Nb20 s and Ta20 S are somewhat more popular as nucleating agents in the 

patent literature than the general literature. particularly recently. Harrington et al. 

(1976) discovered that very small amounts of Nb20 s and/or Ta20 S (as well as Mo03• 

Ti02 and Zr02) were highly effective in promoting crystallization in M2A2S5 
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glasses. particularly Nb20 s. Beall et al. (1984) utilized the synergistic effect 

described by Muller (1972) in adding a combination of Nb20s/Ta20 s and Zr02 to 

glasses in the osumilite (B-M-A-S) system. Osumilite glass-ceramics are sometimes 

used in composites with silicon carbide fibers. and Nb20 s and Ta20 s have an extra 

advantage in that they react with the SiC to produce niobium and tantalum car

bides. "shielding" the bulk glass-ceramic from diffusing carbon and silicon. Still 

another extra advantage of the use of Nb20 s and Ta20 s in glass-ceramics is their 

biocompatibility. which Yoshida and Nakagawa (1985) put to advantage in a patent 

for apatite-based glass-ceramics which serve as bone substitute. Synergism with 

the P20S in the apatite base material may also be beneficial in this case. 



CHAPTER THREE 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PRACTICE 

3.1 Basic Experimental OutJine 

The discussion in the preceding chapter has ouUined some of the characteristic 

facets of the experimental program to be discussed in this chapter. These include: 

Experimenting with glasses from the lithium silicate system. one of the few 
which engages in self-catalyzed crystal nucleation. 

The specification of a composition equivalent to lithium disilicate. which lies 
outside the solid-state miscibility gap in this system and is apparently sub

ject to homogeneous nucleation .. 

The use as potential nucleating agents of oxides of the Groups VB and VI B 
elements (Cr. Mo. Nb. Ta. V. W). which share similar chemical behavior 

and effects on the surface tension of lithium silicate melts (Appen and 
Kajalowa. 1963). The reader will recall the relationship between liquid-vapor 
phase and liquid-crystal phase surface tensions discussed by Penkov and 
Gutzow (1984). and the relationship between the latter (0") and nucleation rates 
illustrated in Eq. 1.6. 

The technique of replacing Si02 in the experimental glass compositions with 
the various nucleating agents on a mole-percent for mole-percent basis. in 

order to maintain a constant network former/modifier ratio. 

The use of the two-step nucleation-and-growth experimental technique. fea
turing the heat-treatment of glass samples at a set temperature for a variety 

of nucleating times. followed by development (crystal growth) at a higher 
temperature. again for a set period of time. 

The use of relatively small amounts of the various nucleating agents. in 
order to maintain the character of the larger glass system. 

However. while these facets define the general experimental regime. details of 

the specific experimental procedure were capable of significantly influencing the res-

ults. A broader discussion of these details is therefore in order. beginning with 

those procedures that were initially planned and followed by those changes that were 
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made as a result of the conducting of actual experiments. 

3.2 Experimental Design 

3.2.1 Raw Materials and Melting 

57 

From the earlier discussion. it should be apparent to the reader that most of 

the glasses used for nucleation-and-growth experiments have been formed by melting 

the appropriate admixtures in platinum crucibles. There are exceptions to this. most 

notably Rindone's (1962) use of kyanite as a crucible material and the employment of 

sillimanite (AS) by Samdani et al. (1969); but Rindone's choice was specifically made 

to avoid the possible contaminating effect of crucible-wall Pt on glasses to which 

colloidal Pt was already added. and the glasses prepared by Samdani et al. were alu

minosilicate compositions. and so could tolerate some Al20 3 contamination. Other

wise. platinum or platinum-base crucibles have been the sole choice of researchers in 

this field. 

A difficulty with the use of platinum as a glass-melting crucible material is 

its considerable loss of mechanical strength at higher temperatures (i. e.. above 

1723 K). As a result. the use of platinum alloys containing as much as 20 wt.-% 

rhodium is frequently mentioned in the literature. Stokes (1987) points out that dis

solved Rh can sometimes color glasses melted in these crucibles yellow; but no evi

dence of negative effects resulting from the use of these alloys in lithium silicate 

glass research has been reported. For these experiments. platinum crucibles contain

ing eight wt.-% rhodium were purchased from Engelhard Industries (Carteret. NJ). 

Platinum laboratory ware is an expensive item. and as a result it was neces

sary to limit crucible size to minimize cost. The crucibles employed in this study 

had a capacity of about twenty milliliters. This meant that any procedural strategem 
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that could be devised to make the most of crucible capacity would be of considerable 

advantage in allowing the melting of glass samples large enough to yield statistically 

significant results. Such a strategem became apparent in considering the choice of 

the chemicals to be charged to make up a glass sample. Nearly all the research done 

with lithium silicate glasses has used quartz (Si02) and lithium carbonate (Li2C03) as 

the admixture. although Morley (1965) used a hydrated lithium sulfate (Li2S04 ' H20) 

for glasses of very small sample size. However. the availability of relatively high

purity (99.5%) lithium metasilicate offered an opportunity to try a new method of 

experimental glass formation. The advantage of not wasting space in the experimen

tal crucible by partially filling it with CO2 is apparent; another advantage was the 

increased rate at which it was felt the melt would homogenize if the admixture con

sisted of LS and silica. rather than Li20 and Si02 • However. the nominal purity of 

Li2Si03 is somewhat less than that of commercially available Li2C03• and thus the 

question arose as to whether those impurities present had a potential effect on the 

experimental results. Analysis conducted by Cerac. Inc. (Milwaukee. WI) of their 

99.5% LS showed that the impurity elements present were aluminum (60 ppm). cal

cium (30 ppm). iron (106 ppm) and sodium (100-500 ppm). None of these is gener

ally recognized as a nucleating agent in lithium silicate glasses. and their levels are 

not high enough to have any noticeable effect on the network modifier/former bal

ance in glasses prepared with LS. As a result. it was decided to make up the exper

imental glasses using the metasilicate and reagent-grade silica powder (Alfa Products. 

Danvers. MA). 

Since much of the literature on nucleating agents is in the form of general in

formation and patents. much less information is available on the form in which these 

oxides have been charged to glass melts. What information is available suggests that 
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the pure oxides have generally been the choice of reagent form. although P20 S has 

occasionally been added as the lithium salt LP (Tomozawa. 1971; Hing and 

McMillan. 1973). The availability of lithium salts of many of the experimental nuc-

leating-agent oxides again suggested their use as a means of promoting more rapid 

homogenization. Table IV lists the form used for adding the nucleating agents. along 

with their purity and source; again. analysis of the impurities in these chemicals 

Table IV ---
Reagent Chemical Sources of Nucleating Agents 

Nucleating Agent Chemical Source Purity (%) 

Cr0I.S LiCr02 Alfa Products 99. 
Danvers. MA 

Mo03 Mo03 Mallinckrodt 99.5 
Chemical Works 
St. Louis. MO 

Nb02,5 Nb20 s Alfa 99.99 

Ta02,5 Ta20 S Cerac. Inc. 99.95 
Milwaukee. WI 

V02 •S LiV03 Pfaltz & Bauer. Inc. 99.9 
Waterbury. CT 

W03 Li2W04 Cerac 99.9 

revealed nothing likely to cause significant impact on the experimental results. In 

addition. it should be pointed out that the chemicals listed in Table IV were to be 

added in very small amounts (1. 2 and 3 % replacement of Si02) relative to the 

charge weights of Li2SiOs and Si02. As a result. any impurities in the former were 
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considerably diluted. 

The temperature at which the charge was to be melted and held for homogen

ization prior to quenching was an issue. as a wide variety of melti·ng temperatures is 

reported in the literature. ranging from 1623 K to 1893 K (Stewart. 1971). The best 

choice of melting temperature is in some respects a function of composition for lith

ium silicate melts. as Fig. 2.1 demonstrates; higher-Si02 melts require higher melting 

temperatures to reduce viscosity and insure homogenization. Initial experiments with 

LS2-composition glasses demonstrated that 1673 K. the melting-temperature choice of 

James (1974). produced melts too viscous to be successfully poured from the crucible 

in a limited period of time (roughly ten seconds); as a result. 1723 K was chosen as 

an alternative. The latter temperature was high enough to yield melts with adequate 

fluidity for pouring, but low enough to reduce the risk of damage to the melting fur

nace. The chosen temperature is within the range used by most previous researchers 

(e. g., Harper et aI., 1970). 

Previous mention has been made in this section of concern over homogeniza

tion. i. e .• the production of a glass without composition gradients. The literature 

background shows the predominant use of three techniques for achieving homogeni

zation: melt stirring, lengthy holding at the melting temperature. and the "crush

and-remelt" technique. A concern which makes the use of all three methods unde

sirable lies in the volatility of lithia in melts such as these. Many previous research

ers have not reported any analysis of Li20 losses from their experimental results, 

simply stating compositions equivalent to the initial charge. However. James and 

Keown (1974). holding LS2 melts at 1673 K for two hours. found resultant Li20 

losses of .2-.4%. and Tomozawa (1972). stirring melts held at 1723 K for the same 

time. reported losses of 1.0-1.5%. It was felt that the presence of the six chosen 
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oxides in the melts prepared for the present work might result in an exacerbation of 

this problem. as a result of their apparent lowering of melt surface tensions; in addi

tion. the possibility of varying losses resulting from use of the different agents might 

make it difficult to maintain a constant network former/modifier ratio. In addition. 

Li20 losses would drive the composition of the resultant glasses closer to the misci

bility gap. threatening to introduce phase separation as another variable in the exper

imental results. As a result. it was decided to hold the melts at 1723 K for only two 

hours without stirring. knowing that the use of LS rather than Li2C03 would more 

likely produce a homogenized melt. 

Further impetus behind the use of short homogenization times lay in the fact 

that four of the nucleating-agent cations (Cr. Mo. V. W) exist in more than one 

common valence state. Nath and Douglas (1965) and Kawamoto et a1. (198 I) have 

shown that holding glass melts for long periods yields an equilibrium between two 

oxidation states in the glasses of Cr and Mo. respectively. the "couples" being 

Cr3+ /Cr6+ and Mo4+ /M06+. The use of an appropriate atmosphere can be used to 

change this equilibrium; however. such an option was not available for this research. 

Holding the glass at the melting temperature for a shorter time can also be used to 

retard the appearance of "alternate" oxidation states of the multiple-variance ele

ments. and hence became a further argument in favor of the adopted procedure. 

The melting furnace used was a Deltech. Inc. (Denver. CO) DT-3l-8 resis

tance furnace. This unit featured molybdenum disilicide heating units theoretically 

capable of reaching 2073 K. alumina refractory walls. Type B thermocouple controls. 

and a pneumatically-operated bottom-loading pedestal. It was capable of reaching 

the experimental temperature in less than an hour. but was to be heated at a consid

erably slower rate. to reduce the thermal shock to the walls. Upon removal of the 
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sample. it was decided to raise the pedestal back into the furnace and leave it there 

while the unit cooled off. again to mitigate the effects of thermal shock. As will be 

seen. actual experimental practice ultimately dictated additional steps in the furnace 

operation sequence. 

3.2.2 Solidification Practice 

It has been previously pointed out that the thermal history of a glass prior to 

nucleation-and-growth heat treatment can have a significant impact on the results of 

that heat treatment (Fokin et al.. 1981). Hence. the establishment of a consistent pro

cedure for s.olidification of the experimental glasses was of considerable importance. 

Unfortunately. it was discovered that no one practice has been consistently used by 

previous researchers. which of course implies a source of error in comparison of the 

results. However. several procedures' have found wider employment than others. and 

should be briefly reviewed in discussing that chosen for the present investigation. 

The most obvious method of solidifying a glass is simply to pour it from the 

crucible into a puddle and let it cool. and several researchers have done this. The 

obvious difficulty with this approach is that some portions of the resultant glass 

"button" cool at a different rate than others. This concern becomes even more signi

ficant if the buttons have different sizes. The solution to this difficulty is of course 

to anneal the button. which again has been done by several investigators; but this 

would have an obvious effect on nucleation kinetics. specifically the induction 

period. A final concern with the puddle method is the fact that some of the experi

mental glasses for the present work contained a proposed nucleating agent. If the 

cooling rates in the button were too slow. getting a glassy rather than crystalline 

solid on solidification might become an uncertainty. 
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Pouring the molten glass into a mold is another favorite technique of glass

ceramic researchers. The use of molds can reduce the degree of differential cooling 

rates within the glass; however. most of those who have used it have felt annealing 

to be required anyway. In addition. molten glass poured into a mold is placed in 

surface contact with a relatively greater amount of casting "substrate". threatening to 

introduce contamination as a variable. Lastly. the cost of mold acquisition cannot be 

overlooked. as it is likely that they will eventually be destroyed in the process of 

removing the solidified glasses. 

A third common solidification technique is a variation of the puddle method. 

with the additional step of quickly pressing a steel plate on top of the still-molten 

glass immediately after pouring. The procedure produces the smallest cooling-rate 

differentials of the three methods (as well as the fastest overall rates). and usually 

obviates annealing. Unfortunately. the resultant glass disc often shatters under the 

thermal stress. Another major concern with the plate-quench technique is the addi

tion of the second step. often manually performed; differences in the time between 

the puddle pour and pressing steps introduce a source of error into the comparison 

of nucleation-rate experimental results. Some additional safety risk is also apparent. 

Perhaps the best choice of solidification method is the splat quenching tech

nique used by Zanotto and Craievich (1981). The technique produces both the high

est and least variable cooling rates. minimizes contamination problems. and again 

makes annealing unnecessary. However. the equipment needed for splat quenching 

can be expensive. and was not available for this research. As a result. the choice of 

solidification technique was limited to the first three mentioned above; of these the 

plate-quench method was ultimately chosen. mostly due to concern over optimizing 

the chances of actually getting a glass from the melts to which the nucleating agents 
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had been added. For accomplishing the plate quenching. two steel plates. both about 

750 cm.2 in area and 5 mm. thick. were acquired from departmental scrap supplies. 

3.2.3 Heat Treatment 

A Lindberg single-zone resistance tube furnace was available for use in the 

nucleation-and-growth steps of the experimental program. Capable of reaching 

1473 K. this furnace was controlled by a Honeywell DC5021 PID (proportional

integrative-derivative) controller. which could maintain the furnace temperature to 

within ± 0.5 degrees. To make the furnace usable. two alumina pieces were pur

chased from Coors Porcelain (Golden. CO). The first was a simple furnace tube. 

closed at one end (although this was not necessary for these particular experiments). 

The second was a "D" tube. which in cross-section has a hollow half-moon shape. 

Placed inside the first tube. the D-tube provided a level platform on which to slide 

samples into the hot zone of the furnace. A Type K thermocouple was placed inside 

the D tube. providing input to the controller without getting in the way of sample 

manipulation. 

It was stated earlier that T max' the temperature at which the nucleation rate 

in "pure" LS2 glasses is maximized. has generally been found to range between 723 

and 738 K. For these experiments. 733 K was chosen. using the argument that the 

furnace (normally plugged at the open end with a wad of Fiberfrax ceramic fiber) 

would cool slightly when opened for sample placement. Operation near the top end 

of the T max "range" would reduce the possibility of the results being affected by 

slightly inconstant temperatures at the beginning of the nucleation heat treament. 

This would be especially important for samples nucleated for shorter times. In addi

tion. samples would be introduced simply by sliding them in along the D-tube sur-
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face. rather by placing them in a boat. This decision stemmed from the work rep

orted by Zanotto and Craievich (1981) and by Zanotto and James (1985). In the 

former. it was found that small glass samples introduced to the nucleation environ

ment on a "bare" basis reached the appropriate temperature in two to three minutes; 

in the latter. samples introduced in a alumina boat took ten minutes to heat up. pre

sumably due to the insulating effect of the boat material. Again. the effect of 

heatup times would be reflected most in the nucleation rates seen in samples heat

treated at a supposedly constant temperature for shorter times. To move samples in 

and out. the simple expedient was adopted of bending the end of a used Type K 

thermocouple sheath into a "L" shape. which then served as a rabble to push samples 

in and rake them out of the furnace. 

It is not as necessary to maintain constancy of the development temperature as 

of the nucleation temperature. as long as the former is not too high or low. Mention 

has already been made of the work of Kalinina et al. (1977). who pointed out that 

too high a development temperature could have a measurable impact on the resultant 

induction times for a given glass composition. As a result. it was decided to dupli

cate the choice of James (1974). and use 833 K for these experiments. The actual 

development time also need not be rigidly controlled; the importance in the choice of 

this parameter is that too short a time results in crystals too small to see. and too 

large results in crystals growing into each other. making them difficult to count. 

Most researchers have used development times of thirty to sixty minutes. using 

shorter times at higher development temperatures. As the use of a constant develop

ment temperature proved to make the job of measuring and counting the number of 

resultant crystals easier. a policy was adopted of developing a large number of nuc

leated samples at once. Keeping the samples straight meant the use of a boat. which 
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was made out of platinum foil; this reduced possible concern over the insulating 

effect mentioned before in connection with the use of an Al20 3 boat by Zanotto and 

James (1985). Samples were quenched in water following both nucleation and devel

opment. to reduce the possibility of transient effects from slower cooling. 

3.2.4 Specimen Preparation 

In developing a specimen preparation routine. it was first important to deter

mine the microscopic method of counting the crystals nucleated and developed in the 

various glasses. Both electron and optical microscopy have been used in glass-cer

amic crystallization research. The initial use of electron microscopy employed rep

lica techniques (REM). examples of which can be found in the works of Kinser and 

Hench (1968). Nakagawa and Izumitani (1969) and Doremus and Turkalo (1972). 

However. the development of techniques for the preparation of thin foils such as 

those described by James and McMillan (1968) and by Hing and McMillan (1973) 

allowed the replacement of REM by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). which 

offers better resolution and eliminates replication artifacts. A particular advantage 

of electron microscopy is that it makes possible the resolution of smaller crystals. 

which can be of importance in the study of fine-grained glass-ceramics; Hing and 

McMillan found that TEM examination was the only way to accurately measure nuc

leation rates in LS2 glasses to which P20S' a good nucleating agent. had been added. 

However. James (1974) has pointed out a concern with use of the TEM. namely the 

presence of crystals lying just below the polished surface of the glass sample. These 

might wind up being "counted" as though they had actually been bisected by the 

surface. As a result. electron microscopy has for the most part found less use in the 

measurement of nucleation rates than in examination of the morphology of crystal 
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growth in glass-ceramics; examples include the work of James and Keown (1974). 

and the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) examination reported by Hautojarvi 

et aI. (1978). 

Most nucleation-rate studies have instead been conducted with optical micros

copy. starting from the work of Jaccodine (1961). Optical microscopy has the advan

tage of being considerably less expensive. as well as affording simpler specimen pre

paration techniques. However. Zanotto and James (1985) have pointed out a signifi

cant source of error in reflected-light optical microscopy (RLM). stemming from the 

lower resolution available with this technique. This lower resolution can cause cry

stals barely intersecting the polished surface to go uncounted. lowering the total 

"nucleus" count by a percentage dependent on the objective magnification and actual 

crystal size. This means that comparison of RLM-measured nucleation rates with 

those measured by electron microscopy must be made with respect to the method of 

measurement. However. most nucleation-rate measurements have been made using 

RLM. 

It was pointed out that one of the advantages of the use of RLM for nuclea

tion-rate measurements is that it makes sample preparation easier. In particular. it 

makes possible (with some alteration) the use of the plastic sample mounts which are 

commonly used in the preparation for microstructural examination of metallic speci

mens. There are some concerns associated with the use of plastic mounting resin for 

glass sample preparation. most notably the considerable difference in hardness of the 

two materials. This difference becomes a source of difficulty when grinding and/or 

polishing the specimen surface with non-fixed media; as the plastic is removed at a 

faster rate than the glass (or ceramic). this contributes to "edge rounding". or the cre

ation of a non-planar sample surface. Edge rounding is a particular problem given 
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the choice of RLM for the measurement of nucleation rates. as the depth of field of 

an optical microscope is considerably less than that of an electron microscope. Deal

ing with this problem became an important facet of the planned polishing/grinding 

routine. 

One method of reducing edge rounding was the use of fixed grinding media 

to the greatest extent possible. In pursuance of this. a series of diamond-impreg

nated "Grid-Abrade" grinding discs were purchased from TBW Industries (Furlong. 

PA). These discs feature a grid pattern. the holes being useful in the removal of 

swarf resulting from grinding. and are available with diamond particle sizes ranging 

down to 611. The grinding discs were to be used on a standard-speed polishing 

wheel. A second method was the use of napless cloths for polishing. which are gen

erally recommended for edge-rounding reduction in the preparation of harder speci

mens (Miley and Calabra. 1974). The third step was the use of a higher level of 

pressure against the sample surface during polishing. which was felt would reduce 

the differential between the material removal rates of plastic and glass. A Minimet 

polisher/grinder (Buehler Inc .• Lake Bluff. IL) was to be used for sample polishing. 

which would consist of a single step. using a 311 diamond abrasive slurry; it was felt 

that this single polishing step would provide further help in reducing edge rounding. 

A common procedure in glass-ceramic microstructural examination is the use 

of an etchant prior to microscopy; the etchant preferentially attacks one of the 

phases in the sample. causing a relief effect under polarized light in the microscope. 

The etchant solutions used on LS2 have varied. but generally include hydrofluoric 

acid. along with hydrochloric acid on some occasions. For this investigation. it was 

decided to use an aqueous 2% HF solution. after Zanotto and Craievich (1981). Etch

ing times have also varied; it was decided to initially use a two-minute period on all 
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samples and watch the results. The microscope chosen for use in the examination 

was a Zeiss (Oberkochen. West Germany) ICM405 inverted camera microscope. 

whose features included a polarizer and a 35-mm. camera attachment~ the latter 

would reduce photography costs. 

3.2.5 Determination of Nuclei Concentration 

Nucleation rates in glasses are generally determined by nucleating samples at 

a given temperature and pressure for a variety of times. subjecting all the samples to 

a development step. and counting the number of crystals. The results. plotted against 

nucleation time. yield the information necessary to calculate I. which is generally 

expressed in nuclei/hr.-cm. 3• However. counting the particles visible in a polished 

cross-section of the particular glass yields a two-dimensional number of nuclei. NA . 

Converting this to the volume-specific value Nv requires some manipulation. 

Most nucleation studies have shown that the LS2 crystals formed in nuclea

tion-and-growth experiments take the shape of a prolate spheroid (footbaIls are a 

more common form of this shape). Assuming that the spheroids are randomly distri

buted. the resulting microstructure features a variety of crystal profiles. ranging from 

the circular view presented by a crystal whose major axis is perpendicular to the 

plane of the sample surface to the oval shape of a crystal whose major axis is paral

lel to this plane. The latter crystalline-shape cross-section makes possible the deter

mination of q. the axial ratio of the three-dimensional crystal: 

q - b/a (3.1 ) 

The parameters b and a represent the length of the minor and major axes of the 
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three-dimensional crystal. respectively; these can be obtained from micrographs 

showing the "fully oval" cross-section. Using this. DeHoff and Rhines (1961) devel-

oped an expression which can be used to calculate Nv ~ a function of N A' q and 

the average crystal size: 

(3.2) 

Zp is related to b. the average measured length of the minor axes of the crystals 

bisecting the sample surface. by the equation. 

(3.3). 

and kp(q) is expressed by. 

k I 1 + p(q) c:: 2: q JI _ q2 
(3.4) 

kp(q) is equal to unity at q ... 1 (a spherical particle) and increases exponentially 

as q decreases. 

Applying this to the prolate spheroids expected to result from these experi-

ments meant a) counting the number of particles in the micrograph. knowing the 

magnification of same. b) finding several of those particles that deviated most 

from circularity. and measuring the axial ratios of same (thus deriving q). c) 
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measuring the minor axis lengths of all the particles counted and calculating b. d) 

using this information to calculate kp(q) and Zp. and e) plugging all this informa

tion into Eq. 3.2 to derive Nv . This would represent the final step in acquiring 

the raw data necessary to determine whether the Groups VB and VlB oxides 

actually behaved as nucleating agents in LS2 glasses. 

3.3 Experimental Practice 

3.3.1 Melt Preparation 

Table V lists the identification of the melts originally prepared under the 

experimental program. and the amount of nucleating agent oxide used to replace 

TABLE V 

Designation of Experimental Glasses 

Glass Oxide Glass Oxide 

DJ* 08 % Ta02,5 

02 09 I % VOz.s 

03 3 % Mo03 010 2 % TaOz.5 

04 1 % Mo03 OIl 2 % W03 

05 I % NbOu 012 2 % VOz.s 

06 1 % CrO I . s 013 2 % Mo03 

07 1% W03 014 2 % Nb02,S 

* - quenched in still air instead of plate-press technique. 
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silica in the particular glass. In looking at the evolution of the experimental pro-

gram, two of the glasses merit particular attention. The first of these is D3, 

which used three percent MoOs. Figure 3.1, a photograph of a cross-section of 

the as-quenched glass, vividly demonstrates why the plan to produce glasses with 

Fig. 3.1 Cross-section of as-cast glass D3 (three percent MoOs), showing 
"sandwiched" crystallinity. 

as much as three percent of the various nucleating-agent oxides was abandoned. 

The figure shows a thin of layer of crystalline material in the center of the 

sample, where the effective cooling rate was likely to have been the lowest. 

Since the higher cooling rates afforded by splat quenching were not available for 

this investigation, it was decided after seeing D3 that only melts with one and 

two percent of the replacement oxides would be prepared. 
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Glass D6 (one percent Cr01•S) demonstrated a different problem. namely 

that of solubility. There was no problem in any of the other melts listed in 

Table V with achieving solubilization of the charged material after melting at 

1723 K for two hours; however. inspection after the pouring and quenching of D6 

revealed a considerable amount of a greenish material (presumably Cr20 3) left at 

the 'bottom of the crucible. Atomic absorption analysis of the glass itself. con

ducted by the University of Arizona's University Analytical Center. yielded a 

chromium content equivalent to a mole fraction of .77 % Cr01•5 • (It should be 

pointed out that this value is likely somewhat greater than the actual solubility of 

Cr01.5 in the melt. due to the potential of entrained Cr20 3 particles being in

cluded in the analyzed sample.) While this result had been anticipated from 

knowledge of similar problems with Cr203 solubility in other glasses (McMillan. 

1979). no information had been available demonstrating a specific solubiity limit 

in LS2 glasses. As a result of finding out that there in fact was one. it was 

decided to refrain from further use of this oxide in the experimental program, 

This. and the result of 03. cut the number of samples with an included nucleat

ing-agent in the experimental program from 18 to 10. 

Previous mention has been made of the effects that varying glass thermal 

history can have on the results of otherwise constant-condition nucleation and 

growth experiments. Glasses 01 and 02. both "pure" LS2 glasses. represent an 

extra experiment designed to further demonstrate this point. 01 was quenched 

simply by pouring it into a puddle and letting it cool. 02 by the plate-press tech

nique discussed above. (The experience with 03 demonstrated that anything 

which allowed slower cooling rates should be henceforth avoided in the experi

mental program; thus 01 was the only puddle-poured glass.) The same nuclea-
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tion and growth heat treatments were then performed on both glasses. 

In addition to the glasses listed in Table V. two other glasses. D 15 and 

D16. were prepared. DI5 was a third "pure" LS2 glass. whose necessity became 

apparent when thickness measurements indicated that D2 was twice as thick as 

the other plate-pressed glasses. As it was presu"med that an equivalent thickness 

roughly corresponded to a cooling-rate equivalence. an LS2 glass with the same 

thickness as the others was desired. Such was acquired in D 15. D 16 was a 

replacement for D8 (l % Nb20 s). after most of the latter was wasted in the pro

cess of learning about unexpected variables in the experimental program the hard 

way. More of this will be discussed in the succeeding chapter. 

Dl was also used to demonstrate that the two-hour melting time was in 

fact long enough to achieve homogenization in the glass. Six samples cut from 

different locations in the poured button were analyzed for lithium content by the 

University Analytical Center. again using an atomic absorption method. The res

ults of the analyses showed an average of 20.44 wt.-% Li20 (34.06 mol-%), with a 

standard deviation of 1.32 wt.-%. Since the initial charge had contained only 

33.3 mol-% lithia, and it is highly unlikely that significant silica volatilization 

occurred during melting, it can be seen that the deviation of the analyses was 

roughly equivalent to the level of error associated with the analytical method. In 

addition. no pattern was discernible linking the Li20 percentages with the button 

location from which the samples were taken. As will be seen, this approach did 

not in fact guarantee that homogenization had in fact occurred on a microscopic 

scale. 

Although the use of 1723 K rather than 1673 K as the choice of melting 

temperatures resulted in a less viscous glass, which was more easily poured from 
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the crucible. the "yield" of the resultant glass was generally only 75-80 wt.-% of 

the original charge. Cleaning the remaining glass out of the crucible proved to 

be a challenge. It was discovered that the "residue" glass was soluble in a 15 % 

hydrofluoric acid solution. but only after long periods of time. Cleaning out five 

or six grams of glass after every melt would have slowed down the experimental 

program considerably. A way of dealing with this was found in the use of a rel

atively porous firebrick placed in the furnace along with the crucible during 

melting. After the glass was poured. the crucible was set upside down on the 

brick and put back into the furnace for another 30 minutes at the melting tem

perature. The residue glass would drain from the crucible and be "absorbed" by 

the brick. yielding a crucible which could be "cleansed" of remaining residue by 

an overnight soak in the HF solution. The exception to this solution was D6 with 

its considerable Cr20 3 residue; this took three overnight soakings before the last 

of the residue was taken care of. A single Pt-Rh crucible held up surprisingly 

well under the continual heating and handling; a replacement purchased in anti

cipation of its eventual destruction was not needed. 

3.3.2 Heat Treatment and Metallography 

Under the stress of plate-quenching. the glasses tended to shatter into a 

large number of small pieces. eliminating any need to cut them into samples for 

the heat-treatment steps. Experience demonstrated than an optimal sample size 

had a surface area of about .25 cm. 2
; this was a large enough surface to yield 

several different areas for photomicrography of the polished sample. while being 

small enough to make for good metaIIographic practice. (Larger sample surface 

areas proved difficult to adequately polish.) The samples were stored in air prior 
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to heat treatment; while a film of hydrated material did develop on their surfaces 

during storage (presumably due to the lithia content). this was easily wiped off 

with an acetone-moistened towel prior to use. and no ill effects were noted in the 

heat-treated sample microstructures resulting from it. 

The times for which the samples were to be nucleated and developed were 

origina]]y to be a constant of the experimental program. with the best choices 

developed by experience. As the heat-treatment program developed. it became 

apparent that consistent nucleation and development times were not only 

unncecssary. but undesirable. Two factors ultimately dictated the choice of nuc

leation times. They had to be (a) long enough to permit the development of 

nuclei. but (b) not so long as to result in too many nuclei. which would either 

impinge on each other during development or remain too small to count under 

optical microscopy. Since the effect of the included oxides differed. the eventual 

choice of nucleation times also varied. as will be seen. Development times also 

were varied. as it became apparent that the choice of thermal history and in

cluded oxide made a difference in growth rates. Again. achieving the best devel

opment time meant striking a balance between growing crystals large enough to 

see (and thus count). and not growing them so large as to cause impingement. In 

some cases. the growth rates at 833 K proved so slow that it was decided to use 

843 K as a development temperature for other samples of the same glass. 

A control sample was also heat treated for each glass. This was a 

"blank ". developed for a similar time as the other samples. but without the nucle

ation step. Development of the blank specimen was carried out to ensure that no 

nuclei had been formed in the glass during quenching. As previously mentioned. 

all of the samples were water-quenched following heat-treatment; this caused a 
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good deal of cracking. which caused problems during the development step. as 

heterogeneous nucleation and crystal growth developed from the cracks. In ret

rospect. the water-quenching was in fact unnecessary. as the samples would have 

cooled to a temperature below the nucleation range merely by removal from the 

furnace; J:towever. consistency dictated that the use of this practice on all of the 

samples. and such was done. 

The cold-mounting medium originally chosen for the heat-treated samples 

was a two-part epoxide system sold by Leco Corp. (S1. Joseph. MI). The reason 

for its selection lay in that epoxides are generally considered to yield the hardest 

plastic cold mounts. which would be desirable in preventing edge rounding of the 

glass samples. However. the epoxide proved difficult to work with. and was 

prone to the absorption of a large quantity of air during mixing. The air separ

ated out during curing. usually collecting around the sample; this made the mount 

unusuable. and necessitated repetition of the particular heat treatment on another 

sample. In addition. those mounts that did turn out often proved to be sticky. 

which made handling during further specimen preparation difficult. Eventually 

it was decided to substitute a polyester resin system sold by Chemco Crafts. Inc. 

(Fields Landing. CA); this proved much easier (and cheaper) to use. and yielded 

more consistent results. Compared with those epoxide mounts that had been 

made. little if any additional edge rounding was noted. 

The Grid-Abrade discs worked well for sample grinding. although it was 

found to be useful to rotate the samples to prevent beveling. The polishing rou

tine originally envisioned had to be considerable modified. however. It proved 

necessary to add polishing steps with 6p. and lp. diamond paste slurries to the ori

ginal 3p. step. each lasting about 25-30 minutes. The first two steps were carried 
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out on a nylon polishing cloth, which worked reasonably well. Originally, some 

concern existed that the nylon would be too rough a cloth for IJl polishing. and 

Texmet, a rayon-fiber cloth sold by Buehler, was used for some time for this 

final step instead. The Texmet did not in fact work well; the samples tended to 

tear up the fibers when any pressure was put on them (possibly due to earlier 

edge rounding), limiting both the effectiveness and the life of the cloth. Ulti

mately, nylon was used for the IJl step as well. ~ The reader will notice several 

residual scratches in the photomicrographs of the resultant sample surfaces to be 

shown later; this demonstrates the need for improvements in the polishing proce

dure. 

It was originally planned to include a section on the microscopy techniques 

used for this investigation in this chapter. However. the considerable influence 

of several decisions made with regard to microscopy on the experimental results 

has suggested that it more appropriately belongs in a chapter on those results. 

Such is the succeeding chapter. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

4.1 Qualitative Results 

4.1.1 As-Cast Glasses 

For the most part. the as-case glasses emerged as clear. colorless solids. 

Exceptions to this included 03. the 3 % Mo03 glass. whose results have been dis-

cussed earlier; 013. the 2 % Mo03 glass. which demonstrated a white cloudiness at 
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Fig. 4. I. Average thicknesses of the experimental glasses. 

its edges; 06 (l % Cr20 3). a vivid green; and 09 and 012. the V 20 5-bearing 
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glasses. which were brown (slightly darker in the case of D12. which had more 

vanadium). The D6. D9 and DI2 colorations were no surprise; as has been menti

oned earlier. both Cr203 and V20 S have been used as coloring agents in various 

glasses and glass-ceramics. 

Figure 4. I shows the thicknesses of the experimental glasses. obtained from 

an average of ten measurements taken with an ordinary outside micrometer. The 

difference in thicknesses between D2 and the other glasses explains why it was 

necessary to create DIS. the third pure LS2 glass. The thicknesses are comparable 

with those obtained by Harper et al. (1970. 1972). using a similar quenching 

method. but greater than those achieved by Zan otto and James (1983. 1985). As 

expected. DI. the puddle-poured LS2 glass. had by far the greatest thickness of the 

group. 

All of the plate-pressed glasses broke into small shards upon quenching. a 

tendency that did not seem to be affected by the inclusion of the experimental 

oxides. 01. which had the overall lowest cooling rate. exhibited no such cracking 

upon cooling. an expected result. Further demonstration of the relationship 

between cooling rate and cracking tendency was noticed in the fact that the edges 

of the plate-pressed glasses were more likely to avoid breakage than the "interior" 

of the pressed disc. which had had more direct contact with the steel plates. 

4.1.2 Qualitative Effects of Heat Treatment 

No visible changes in the glass samples were noticed following the nuclea

tion heat-treatment step. with the exception of further cracking when the samples 

were water-quenched (in retrospect. a step that could have been avoided. since 

mere removal from the furnace was probably sufficient to cool the samples below 
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the nucleation temperature range). Development was another story. however; a 

typical result was the appearance of a colorless opacity in the glass samples. bec

oming white for samples developed for longer periods of time. Again. there were 

exceptions; the vanadia-bearing glasses D9 and DI2 took on a purplish shade after 

development. and some (but not all) Dl3 samples turned brown when developed for 

longer periods of time. The Dl3 coloration was something of a surprise; while 

Mo03 has been used for coloration in glass-ceramics (McMillan and Partridge. 

1972). it has not yet yielded this particular shade. The blanks (non-nucleated sam

ples developed under similar conditions) showed no effects from development. 

Although chemical analysis had shown negligible lithia losses in the glasses 

from the admixtures. the possibility remained that enough might have occurred to 

bring the composition across the phase boundary. hence inducing phase separation. 

To test this. a DIS sample was nucleated for 16 hours (but not developed). 

quenched. crushed and then finely ground for TEM examination in a Hitachi 

(Tokyo. Japan) HE-200E electron microscope. after the manner of Vogel et a!. 

(1982). TEM Examination of the crushed glass particle edges showed that no dis

cernible phase separation had taken place. 

Figure 4.2 shows the general result of nucleation and development on a pol

ished-and-etched microstructure from one of the experimental glasses. In general. 

the results are similar to those published by previous authors (e. g .• Matusita and 

Tashiro. 1973a; James. 1974; James and Keown. 1974; Hautojarvi et a!.. 1978; 

Gonzalez-Oliver et aI.. 1979; James. 1985) - a relatively uniform concentration of 

randomly-oriented crystal cross-sections. displaying a shape resembling a prolate 

spheroid. The shading of the cross-sections generally grows lighter with increasing 

ellipticality. presumably the result of light reflection from a different crystallo-
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graphic orientation. Fig. 4.3. a closer view at a typical microstructure. further 

reinforces conclusions reached by other authors. The branching mechanism to 

which James and Keown (1974) have ascribed crystal growth can be distinguished. 

as can the existence in the more elliptical intersections of plate-like structures from 

which the branching begins. Fig. 4.3 also demonstrates that the growth pattern is 

not always symmetrical. 

At this point. a few notes should be added with regard to the photomicro

graphs to be shown in this chapter. Most microstructural examination was per

formed on the Zeiss metallograph described in the previous chapter; most of the 

micrographs were also taken using this instrument. As suggested. 35-mm. film 

was used (black-and-white); DIN 22 (Ilford FP4 or Kodak Plus-X pan) was the 

best speed choice. As micrographs were taken. shots were also included of a cali

brated stage micrometer. to determine actual magnifications. This was of some 

import. as nominal 200 X prints ranged in actual value between 197 X and 209 X. 

and nominal 500 X prints between 492 X and 516 X. Exceptions to this regime lie 

in the low-magnification views. which were obtained with either a Bausch & Lomb 

(Rochester. NY) Stereozoom 7 microscope with a Nicholas illuminator or a Nikon 

Epiphot metallograph. using Polaroid Type 52 pack film. The Bausch & Lomb was 

used for Fig. 3. I; micrographs taken with the Nikon will be credited in the appro

priate figure captions. 

The microstructures in most of the heat-treated samples showed results sim

ilar to those of Figs. 4.2 and 4.3; Fig 4.4 illustrates an exception. The unusual 

color change of some heat-treated Dl3 samples has previously been mentioned: 

Fig. 4.4 shows an unusual crystallization pattern associated with this. The crystal 

intersections show considerably less ellipticality than those seen in Figs. 4.2 
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Fig. 4.3. General view of nucleation-and-growth experimental results. D2-4 
(513 X). The "D2" in the sample designation denotes the particular experimental 
glass; the appended "4" is the nucleation time at 733 K. 

Fig. 4.3. Typical microstructure. D2-6 (l031 X). 
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and 4.3; in addition. the branching seems to stem from a single point rather than 

the plate-like structures discussed by James and Keown (1974). To further investi

gate the unusual results of the Mo03-doped glasses. X-ray diffraction analysis was 

performed on samples of 03 and 013. using a General Electric (Milwaukee. WI) 

XRO-5 instrument. The 03 sample was prepared by grinding a piece of it down 

to the interior crystallization. and attaching it to a glass slide; the 013 sample by 

nucleating for 24 hours. developing for an extended period of time (once again 

producing the brown color). grinding it to a powder. and attaching the powder to a 

slide with double-sided tape. The d-spacings and relative intensities calculated 

from the resultant diffraction patterns for both samples were then compared with 

those for various LS2 phases as reviewed by Branda et a1. (1987). 

Table VI shows the result of this analysis. The relative reflection intensi

ties are not quantitized for the experimental samples because of interfering d if

fraction patterns that affected the results. In the case of the D 13-24 sample. 

sources of interference included the glass slide; for the D3 sample. the underlying 

glass matrix. in addition to pieces of cardboard used to help mount the sample. 

Nevertheless. the results are obvious; the 013-24 sample matches the diffraction 

pattern of stable low-temperature LS2. although the Mo03 has affected the d-spac

ings and their relative intensities. The D3 pattern. however. more closely matches 

the metastable LS2 solid solution discussed by West and Glasser (1971). particu

larly in the presence of a strong d-spacing reflection at 2.38 A as discussed by 

West (1976). This will be discussed more in the succeeding chapter. 

The presence of considerable cracking in the plate-pressed glasses has been 

mentioned. along with its exacerbation by water-quenching following the heat

treatment steps. As Fig. 4.5 illustrates. heterogeneous nucleation and growth usu-
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Stable Low-

TABLE VI 

X-Ray Diffraction Analysis of D3 and DI3 

D-Spacings (A) and Relative Reflection Intensities 

Metastable D13-24 03 
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Temperature LS2 LS2 Polymorph (Powder) (Ground Surface) 

3.67(100) 2.40(100) 3.58(vs) 3.57(vs) 
3.75(90) 3.60(80) 3.64(vs) 2.38(vs) 
3.59(60) 1.53(50) 3.70(vs) 7.39(vs) 
l. 97(20) 3.68(50) 2.39(m) 3.70(s) 
2.40(14) 1.85(20) 2.37(m) 1.52(m) 
5.43(14) 2.00(20) 3.23(m) 1.99(m) 
2.92(12) 2.91(20) 2.35(m) 
7.34(12) 2.95(20) 7.23(m) 
2.35(10) 7.30(20) 1.96(m) 

Intensity Abbreviations for 03 and 013 - (vs) very strong (s) strong (m) medium 
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Fig. 4.5. Nucleation and growth from crack surfaces. D8-40 (513 X). 

Fig. 4.6. Nucleation and growth from sample surfaces. D15-4 (506 X). 
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ally occurred at these cracked surfaces. but growth rates appeared to be no greater 

than those in the bulk of the sample. Sample edges also provided nucleation sites. 

as evidenced by Fig. 4.6; again. growth rates were similar. 

A more serious problem in the experimental results is graphically illustrated 

in Fig. 4.7. It was noticed that several of the heat-treated samples featured inho-

mogeneous results such as this. although sharp variances such as those seen in this 

view were rare. Further investigation of the problem showed that there were two 

causes of the inhomogeneity. thermal and chemical. 

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 illustrate thermal inhomogeneity. Both views are low-

magnification cross-sections of heat-treated glass samples. illustrating a clear layer 

in the middle where appreciable crystallization does not seem to have occurred. It 

was earlier pointed out that plate-pressing. while reducing cooling-rate variations 

in a given glass. does not eliminate them; and the clear zones in both figures lie in 
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that portion of the glass where the lowest cooling rates would have occurred. The 

work of Fokin et al. (1981) has shown that thermal history has a considerable in

fluence on nucleation-rate results; it does not seem unreasonable to propose a rela

tionship with crystal growth rates as well. Further support for this stems from the 

discovery that among the three pure LS2 glasses. Dl exhibited the greatest degree 

of inhomogeneity. and D 15 the least. Because of their quenching methods. it is 

likely that DI also had the greatest variation in cooling rates. and DI5 the least. 

For those glasses of similar thickness (and thus. presumably similar cooling rate 

profiles). thermal inhomogeneity was most noticeable in the Nb20 s- and Ta20s-con

taining glasses (D5 and D14; Dl6 and DIO). and least apparent in DIS and the van

adia-bearing glasses (D9 and DI2). 

The glass whose microstructure is shown in Fig. 4.7 was used to demon

strate chemical inhomogeneity. with the help of an lSI (Milpitas. CA) Super-III 

scanning electron microscope. The microscope is equipped with a Tracor Northern 

(Middleton. WI) energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyzer. This analyzer is capable 

of quantitizing the relative number of X-rays emitted by a sample area struck by 

the SEM's electron beam as a function of their wavelengths. Since the X-rays 

emitted by atoms of a particular element have unique wavelengths. it is possible to 

use the EDX's results to derive a quantitative chemical analysis of the sample sur

face by comparing the number of X-rays of these characteristic wavelengths with 

the total received (after subtracting background radiation). EDX analysis is not 

easily done for low-atomic number elements such as lithium and oxygen; but it 

was hoped that by comparing the relative amounts of silicon and tungsten (the 

included element in Dll) in the "bulk" and "inhomogeneous" regions of Dll-16. 

the possibility of chemical inhomogeneity could be tested. 
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Fig. 4.8. Thermal inhomogeneity in D2-24 (25 X; Nikon). 

Fig. 4.9. Thermal inhomogeneity in D16-32 (25 X; Nikon). 
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Seven analyses of sample-surface areas in both the bulk and inhomogeneous 

regions were taken under similar SEM conditions. and analyzed for Si/W ratio. 

(The use of the term "bulk" is accurate in that no inhomogeneous areas other than 

that pictured were seen in the sample.) Some uncertainty in the results stems from 

the presence of a tungsten X-ray wavelength nearly equal to the single silicon 

wavelength; the correction introduced for this by the Tracor analytical soft ware 

very likely resulted in a systematic inaccuracy in the resulting ratio. However. the 

results clearly demonstrate a compositional difference. The Si/W ratio in the bulk 

was 25.210. with a standard deviation of .976 (less than four percent); that in the 

inhomogeneous region was 18.841 ±.628. Obviously. the concentration of tungsten 

relative to that of silicon is much higher in the inhomogeneous region. (It should 

be pointed out that both ratios are lower than that in the glass admixture. 32.333. 

This is much less likely a sign of significant silica loss from the glass melt than of 

overcorrection by the EDX analytical program.) The reader will notice from 

Fig. 4.7 that the area density of crystals in the latter region is lower than that of 

the bulk. and their size much larger; this. and the results of the EDX analysis. 

suggest that tungsten. far from being a nucleating agent in LS2 glass. actually 

reduces nucleation rates. and that Leubner's conclusion (1987) that those agents 

which reduce crystal nucleation rates increase growth rates can be supported. 

Compared with the thermal variety. chemical inhomogeneity in the experimental 

glasses was. on the whole. rare. 
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4.2 Quantitative Results..:. Considerations 

4.2.1 Artifacts 

The previous discussion has illustrated two obstacles in the derivation of 

volume crystal (i. e., nuclei) densities in the heat-treated samples. Fig. 4.10 illus-

Fig. 4.10. "Volume" nucleation artifact in D4-8 (202 X). 

trates another such obstacle, "volume" nucleation in a micrograph. Most of the 

"crystals" which appear in this microstructure are in fact below the polished 

sample surface; they appear in the micrograph due to the thinness of the sample 

and wavelength of the incident light. Under appropriate conditions, some of the 

light passing through samples such as this was reflected back through the sample 

by the interface between glass and mounting material; crystals in the sample bulk 

cast a "shadow" on the resulting microscopic image. Being dependent on the 
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wavelength of the incident light beam. this artifact was usually controllable with 

the differential interference contrast adjustments on the Zeiss. 

Another artifact that often had to be dealt with in the course of counting 

nuclei concerned the sample polishing medium. The diamond paste used for pol

ishing is an oil-based material. and is diluted for use with another oil created for 

Fig. 4.11. Leftover polishing suspension. D16-26 (202 X). 

lapping. The use of oil-based suspensions for polishing rather than aqueous 

liquids has been shown to increase diamond cutting rates and thus reduce polishing 

times (Samuels. 1982); but it also results in a much harder-to-clean surface. Warm 

soapy water usually got most of the grease off. but as Fig. 4.11 demonstrates. it 

was occasionally necessary to "try again".· Smaller quantities of leftover polishing 

suspension occasionally obscured smaller crystal intersections. or at times formed 
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small globs that might actually be counted as crystals. It also hurt the performance 

of the etchant. 

The etchant at times caused problems. too. Fig. 4.12 illustrates a sample 

Fig. 4.12. Etching pits on D9-5 (514 X). 

surface that was etched too long. causing etching pits to form. These pits were 

also occasionally confused for small crystal intersections. As with the leftover 

grease. this artifact was preventable. simply by repolishing the sample and etching 

for a shorter period of time. 

The "crack crystallization" illustrated in Fig. 4.5 should also be considered 

as an artifact of sorts. only partially preventable (by not water-quenching). While 

efforts were made to avoid photographing areas of samples containing this crystall

ization. this was impossible to do in some samples. especially those with lower cry-
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stal density. When the micrographs did contain areas exhibiting crack crystalliza

tion. it was decided to exclude these areas from that used to calculate the crystal 

density. This was done with a transparency film made of a piece of 8 x 8 

(squares per inch) graph paper. This transparency was laid over the photographic 

print. and the number of intsersections lying over crack crystallization counted. 

This number. divided into the total number of intersections lying over the print. 

yielded the percentage of the print area to be excluded in density calculations. 

Only rarely was it necessary to use a print from which more than fifteen percent 

of the area had been excluded. 

Figure 4.13 shows a final artifact that appeared in some of the micrographs. 

Fig. 4.13. "Stringer" in D16-29 (506 X). 

"stringers" . The fact that the crystals in the long "chain" in this microstructure 
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are the same size as the others suggests that this is not a manifestation of chemical 

inhomogeneity; it may be associated with a smaIl crack underneath the polished 

surface. Areas containing these stringers were excluded from photographed areas 

as being unrepresentative of the sample bulk. 

4.2.2 Notes on Calculation Methods 

In the previous chapter. it was shown that the calculation of Nv (the volume 

crystal density) from NA (the surface density) requires knowledge of q. the minor 

axis/major axis length ratio of the crystals. As pointed out. q has traditionally 

been determined by actual measurements taken from those intersections that show 

the greatest ellipticality (James. 1974). However. this approach presents difficulties 

in that the percentage of such intersections is small. and thus only a small number 

of "most eIliptical" particles are measured. This in turn means a high standard 

deviation in the resultant value of q. In addition. smaller crystals tend to have 

more ragged appearances in cross section. and this too increases the degree of 

uncertainty. 

In the development of their method for particle volume density calculation. 

DeHoff and Rhines (1961) developed a more exacting approach to the derivation of 

q. stating that. 

(4.1 ) 

where F p is the average b/a value for all particle intersections. As shown in the 

previous chapter. kp(q) is a direct function of q. so knowing F p allows one to 

derive q by a simple trial-and-error method. The advantage of Eq. 4.1 lies in that 
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all the particle intersections in a micrograph plane can be used. increasing the 

accuracy. (This is also the major disadvantage, for one with better ways to spend 

the weekend.) 

Figure 4.14 shows the results of using Eq. 4.1 to calculate q, compared with 

results of the most-elliptical method for microstructures from several of the heat-

treated samples. (As with most of the samples, F p is calculated using at least fifty 
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Fig. 4.14. Comparison of q values derived by Eq. 4.1 and the "most-elliptical" 
method. 

crystal intersections.) For samples with less spherical crystals, the use of Eq. 4.1 

results in a lower derived value of q. This can be explained by noting that a his-

togram showing the distribution of F p would go to zero as it approached q. the 

lowest possible value; hence, even the most elliptical of the crystal cross-sections 

would likely have a value at least slightly higher than the actual. However, at 
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higher q values. Eq. 4.1 gives results higher than those of the most-elliptical 

method. The reason for this may lie in the human error perpetrated by an invest i-

gator anxious to "find" more elliptical particles in this type of microstructure; 

again. the increased number of particles counted using Eq. 4.1 tends to counteract 

this problem. 

It was also shown earlier that the calculation of Ny from NA for a given 

sample required acquisition of b. the average minor-axis diameter of the crystal 

intersections with the micrographed surface. Fig. 4.15 is a histogram illustrating 

the distribution of b values for D4-6 (note that the X-axis units are mm. on the 

photograph~c 
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Fig. 4.15. Histogram of b-value distribution for D4-6 (506 X). 

tion. 506 X). The distribution is a skewed bell curve. showing very few b values 
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below 2.0-2.5 mm; the use of a ±.25 mm. "range" helps smooth the curve (and res

ults in a total percentage greater than 100). The odd-shaped bell curve is due in 

part to the eIliptical nature of the intersections. which tends to skew the curve; but 

it is also due in part to the inability of the investigator to "see" smaller intersec

tions (or to distinguish them from globs of oil or etching pits). The problem is not 

unique to this investigation; Zan otto and James (1983. 1985) have shown that it is 

in fact a systematic error. relatable to the size of the crystals and the resolution of 

the microscope. As the resolution of the microscope is in turn related to the 

choice of magnification. it is reasonable to surmise that decreasing magnification 

increases the size of this undercount. 

To examine the possible influence of varying magnification on Nv calcula

tions. micrograph sets were taken of several sample microstructures from various 

glasses at both of the nominal magnifications used in this study. 200 X and 500 X. 

Ny was calculated for both sets. and an NY(500) jNV(200) ratio determined. This 

ratio is plotted as a function of b in Fig. 4.16. The results show a very weak 

trend toward a higher "magnification correction ratio" at lower crystal sizes. which 

is to be expected; however. they also show a considerable degree of scatter. and 

there are several samples for which NV(200) is greater than NY(500)' for which there 

is no apparent justification. The conclusion reached for the purpose of this study 

from Fig. 4.16 was that the uncertainty in Ny values stemming from other sources 

was so much greater than that from variable magnifications that any correction for 

the latter should be ignored. 
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Fig. 4.16. Ratio of ~y values from 500 X micrographs to same from 200 X 
values. plotted against b. 

4.3 And Now. the Numbers. Please 

4.3.1 "Side Experiments" 

It was earlier stated that the method of calculating Ny assumes that the cry-

stals approximate the form of a prolate spheroid. However. in examining some of 

the previously-shown figures. it can be noted that this is in fact only an approxi-

mation. as ragged edges and non-symmetrical growth patterns are frequent occur-

rences. To see if the prolate-spheroid assumption was in fact valid. a test was 

devised using several samples of D 15-4 (in which the homogeneity problem was 

least apparent). developed for various lengths of time at 843 K (25-40 min.). 

Values of band q were then determined for each sample. and Ny calculated. 
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Figure 4.17 shows the result as a function of b; the standard deviation for Ny is 
, 

related to how many crystals were photographed. as well as how many micro-

graphs were necessary to do this. Within the limits of the deviation. it can be seen 

from this graph that changing the size of the particles does not appreciably change 

the value of Ny. Since q varied in these samples as well. Fig. 4.17 demonstrates 

that the assumption made by James (1974) about particle shape is in fact valid. 

The availabiity of several samples from the same glass. nucleated for the 

same time. also allowed for a controlled test of how q varied with crystal size. if 

at all. The results of this test are displayed as Fig. 4.18. showing q plotted against 

b for the D 15-4 samples. It has been previously suggested that LS2 nuclei might 

actually form in the shape of a rod rather than the sphere assumed by classical 

nucleation theory (Freiman and Hench. 1968; James and Keown. 1974). The in cre-

asing ellipticality of smaller particles demonstrated by Fig. 4.18 lends support to 

this notion. 

Another small nucleation-rate experiment was conducted as a result of the 

thermal inhomogeneity seen in several of the glasses. most notably D 16 (see 

Fig. 4.9). As Fig. 4.1 shows. this glass was slightly thicker than 2.0 mm .. which 

meant that it was possible to take photomicrographs at five locations between the 

top and bottom of a cross-section. using a .S-mm. separation. The D16-32 sample 

illustrated in Fig. 4.9 was used to take just such a series of photomicrographs. 

starting from ten locations along the top of the polished and etched microstructure. 

This resulted in ten pictures from the top edge of the microstructure. ten from a 

location about .6 mm. from the top. ten from the center of the cross-section. etc. 

These five sets of pictures were then treated as separate D 16-32 "samples". and 

analyzed for q. b. and ultimately Ny. The results are shown as Figs. 4.19 
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and 4.20. Figure 4.19 demonstrates that the crystals are demonstrably smaller in 

the center of the microstructure. thus explaining why the glass is clear at this point 

in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9. Figure 4.20 shows that the crystal density is in fact highest 

in this same area. If one looks upon the slower cooling rate in this portion of the 

glass as an equivalent to "annealing". the results in Fig. 4.20 are in agreement with 

the results of Fokin et al. (1981). It should be remembered that the thermal inho

mogeneity whose results are shown in Fig. 4.20 was not present in some of the 

glasses. most notably D9. DI2 and DIS. 

4.3.2 The "Pure" LS2 Glasses - DI. D2. and 015 

Table VII lists the results of the nucleation-and-growth experiments for DI. 

the puddle-poured LS2 glass. A brief description of this table is in order. to 

explain the conventions to be used for this and similar succeeding tables. 

The "Sample" description at the left edge of Table VII has already been 

defined. "Mag." listings of 200 X or 500 X are given in the second column; the 

reader will recall that these are approximate figures. due to the variability in the 

actual enlargement during the printmaking process. (Actual magnifications were 

used for calculation purposes. of course.) "Pic" and "Part" represent the total 

number of micrographs taken under the given condition. and the total number of 

crystal intersections in those micrographs. respectively; Zan otto and James (1985) 

have estimated that a total of 200 to 800 photographed intersections are necessary 

to reduce the standard deviation of Ny to 10-20 %. (As will be seen. such was not 

always the case in this investigation.) band q have already been described; the 

units for bare 10-4 cm. (actual size). As previously discussed. Eq. 4.1 was used 

for q calculation. Ny. the calculated crystal density. has units of 106/cm. 3 ; the 
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TABLE VII 

Experimental Results - DI 
(Puddle-Poured LS2) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b .9. & 
01-2 200 10/486 9.475 .517 13.585 

±2.321 
01-3 200 20/2353 20.676 .696 18.122 

±J. 736 
01-5 500 11/387 9.475 .517 64.680 

±12.324 
01-6 500 18/626 20.676 .696 34.528 

±5.732 
01-8 500 12/613 9.475 .517 91.676 

±1J.960 

standard deviations listed below use these units as well. 

It will be noted that only two sets of band q values are listed for the five 

01 samples. The reason for this stems from the earlier mention that samples from 

a particular glass were often developed together at the same temperature and time. 

As a result. it was decided that if the resultant microstructures showed particle in-

tersections of similar size and shape. the band q values calculated for one would 

be applicable to all. In some glasses. the thermal inhomogeneity problem made this 

tactic much less feasible; however. in some glasses. it was in fact possible to use a 

single set for all the heat-treated samples. It is possible that this approach was a 

source of error in the value of Nv in some of the samples. but it is felt that such 

error was minimal compared to other sources of uncertainty. 

Oue to its quenching method. 01 had the greatest thermal inhomogeneity of 

the three LS2 glasses. and this is demonstrated in Table VII. One particular 
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reason for difficulties with DI concerned its thickness. which encouraged the use 

of cross-sectional areas for microstructural evaluation. Other. and thinner. glasses 

required the use of a specific surface (usually the bottom). which was likely to 

result in the display of less inhomogeneity by comparison. In retrospect. this 

should have been done with DI as well. but the limited quantity of glass meant 

that it was mostly used up by the time this conclusion was reached. 

Table VIII shows the results for D2. the first plate-pressed LS2 glass. For 

comparison. the 200 X and 500 X results are both shown for D2-4; in fact. all of 

these "pairs" will be shown as they occur. This particular pair can be examined, 

however. to draw conclusion which apply to the others. Their Nv values are in 

reasonable agreement; however. the standard deviation of the 500 X prints is con

siderably higher. despite the larger number taken. This is to be expected, as the 

number of particles per print is of course decreased in the 500 X micrographs. (A 

final note should be added here that band q values were derived from 500 X 

prints for all the samples described in this and succeeding tables.) 

DIS. the thin plate-pressed LS2 glass. exhibited the least thermal inhomgene

ity. as can be seen by looking at the standard deviations in Table IX as a percen

tage of Nv . The various heat-treated D 15-4 samples whose results are illustrated 

by Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 are also listed here; since low standard deviations were not 

considered of special importance for this "side" experiment. a lower number of 

total particles were counted from these microstructures. 

Figure 4.21 shows the results of the nucleation-and-growth experiments 

using the three pure LS2 glasses. plotted as a function of nucleation time. (D 15-40 

is used for the four-hour point in the D IS plot.) The first conclusion that can be 

drawn from this graph is that the experiments could have been conducted more 



TABLE VIII 

Experimental Results - D2 
(Thick Plate-Pressed LS2) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b -q- Ny 

02-2 200 7/305 II. 781 .643 10.955 
±2.055 

02-4 200 8/1573 12.802 .587 43.290 
±4.992 

02-4 500 20/587 12.802 .587 41.436 
±7.763 

02-6 500 10/472 12.802 .587 66.964 
±8.791 

02-13 500 10/698 10.618 .571 118.22 
±11.42 

02-20 500 25/2904 11.358 .665 200.33 
±20.85 

02-24 500 10/1617 8.346 .443 301.49 
±17.76 
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Fig. 4.21. Results of nucleation-and-growth heat treatment for three LS2 glasses -
D 1 (puddle-poured). 02 (thick plate-pressed) and 015 (thin plate-pressed). 
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appropriately for DI. both in the nucleation of samples for longer times and (as 

previously mentioned) in the consistent use of a particular surface. The "dip" is 

the D 15 c':1rve is particularly disappointing. as the relative homogeneity of this 

glass should have produced a smoother curve. A characteristic shared by all three 

glasses is the transient behavior of the Ny-vs.-time curve. demonstrating the effect 

of an induction period. Figure 4.22 shows the results of D2. plotted against those 
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Fig. 4.22. Crystal densities resulting from heat-treatment of D2. compared with 
the results of James (1974). 

reported for nucleation of an LS2 glass at 727 K by James (1974). As can be seen. 

the results of this study show considerably more scatter. but similar behavior. 

It should be briefly noted that where 200 X and 500 X values are available. 

that with the lowest standard deviation is used in plots such as Figs. 4.21 

and 4.22. In practice. this usually meant the 200 X results. Where the standard 
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TABLE IX 

Experimental Results - 015 
(Thin Plate-Pressed LS2) 

Sample Mag. Pie/Part b -q- Ny 

015-2 200 7/670 17.040 .660 17.017 
±1.071 

015-3 200 8/633 9.028 .534 230417 
±1.601 

015-5 500 18/520 9.028 .534 55.570 
±9.295 

015-6 200 7/1574 17.040 .660 54.565 
±1.558 

015-6 500 13/573 17.040 .660 49.594 
±5.710 

015-7 500 9/445 17.040 .660 55.191 
±7.180 

015-10 500 11/636 50481 .355 137.20 
±10.33 

D15-15 500 8/1058 11.396 .634 217.67 
±25.29 

015-4C 500 16/272 7.012 0493 38.773 
±10.706 

015-40 500 10/186 50446 .385 46.536 
±6A81 

015-4E 500 8/200 9.260 .595 47.672 
±10.350 

015-4F 500 11/226 50459 0400 53.884 
±7.210 

015-40 500 8/192 9.686 .571 42.366 
±6.621 

015-4H 500 8/251 15.748 .613 37.164 
±4A41 
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deviations were similar. the 500 X data was employed. 

4.3.3. The Molybdate Glasses - 04 and D13 

As Fig. 4.1 shows. D4 (I % Mo03) was somewhat thicker than the other 

glasses used in this study. and hence somewhat more prone to thermal inhomogene

ity; thus the experimental results shown in Table X are a pleasant surprise in that 

the standard deviations are low as a percentage of Ny. (The reader will notice 

that they do increase as Ny decreases. which is to be expected.) The results from 

DI3 (2 % Mo03) are even better; it was possible to develop all the samples at once. 

and all yielded similar enough results to allow use of the same band q values. 

Fig. 4.23 shows the D4 and D 13 results. plotted against those of D 15 (the LS2 glass 

of similar thickness. and presumably similar cooling rate). The effect of substitut

ing Mo03 for Si02 is LS2 glasses is immediately apparent; however. it will be 

noted that little difference is notable between the results of glasses with one and 

two percent Mo03 • 

4.3.4. The Vanadate Glasses - 09 and 012 

As previously mentioned. the V 20 S-containing glasses were among those 

least-affected by thermal inhomogeneity. As a result. the standard deviations of 

Ny listed in Tables XII and XIII are generally lower than for other glasses. A 

look at the band q values for the vanadate glasses. especially D9. suggests that one 

effect of V 20 S inclusion is the encouragement of more elliptical crystal growth; 

this can be demonstrated by comparing the values in Table XII with the trend line 

in Fig. 4.18. Table XIII again demonstrates the value of improved homogeneity. as 

once again it was possible to nucleate and develop all the samples at once. and 
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TABLE X 

Experimental Results - 04 
(I % MoD3) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b -q- Ny 

04-2 200 19/313 9.528 .557 5.205 
± 1.485 

04-4 200 16/841 13.182 .553 11.119 
±2.882 

04-6 200 18/819 7.714 .611 17.285 
±2.684 

04-13 200 8/1452 9.526 .558 53.117 
±3.318 

04-16 500 22/849 8.979 .584 78.769 
±12.555 

04-20 500 16/634 7.908 .501 81.345 
±10.336 

TABLE XI 

Experimental Results - 013 
(2 % MoD3) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b -q- Ny 

013-2 200 20/351 12.221 .545 3.936 
± 1.134 

013-4 200 10/669 12.221 .545 15.412 
±2.955 

013-6 500 23/412 12.221 .545 25.245 
±6.745 

013-8 200 5/669 12.221 .545 30.769 
±2.766 

013-8 500 14/359 12.221 .545 37.059 
±5.530 

013-16 500 10/481 12.221 .545 69.402 
±5.375 

D13-24 500 10/763 12.221 .545 110.09 
±9.72 
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TABLE XII 

Experimental Results - D9 
(I % VzOs) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b -q- Ny 

09-2 200 8/547 10.670 .543 17.463 
±2.088 

09-3 200 6/934 11.931 .527 34.798 
±2.316 

09-5 200 7/1024 10.700 .616 39.893 
±2.063 

09-5 500 15/309 10.700 .616 36.020 
±7.699 

09-6 500 12/511 11.044 .559 67.408 
±6.642 

09-8 500 11/649 8.854 .518 113.50 
±12.46 

09-10 500 8/506 10.700 .616 112.19 
±15.35 

TABLE XIII 

Experimental Results - D12 
(2 % VzOs) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b -q- Ny 

012-2 200 9/760 9.839 .615 24.862 
±2.747 

012-2 500 26/379 9.839 .615 27.870 
±7.100 

012-3 500 17/354 9.839 .615 39.354 
±7.183 

012-4 200 6/906 9.839 .615 44.746 
±2.070 

012-4 500 29/856 9.839 .615 56.065 
±12.566 

012-6 500 12/539 9.839 .615 87.444 
±11.285 

012-7 500 6/315 9.839 .615 96.611 
±7.784 
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Fig. 4.23. Results of nucleation-and-growth heat treatment for "thin" LS2 glass 
DIS. and glasses with molybdite substituted for silica - D4 (1 %) and Dl3 (2 %). 

describe them with one set of band q values. Fig. 4.24 illustrates the D9 and Dl2 

results. compared with those of DIS; it can be seen that V 20 S replacement of Si02 

inclusion tends to cause slight increases in Nv for a given nucleation period. 

4.3.5 The Tungstate Glasses - D7 and DII 

Tungsten is sufficiently chemically similar to molybdenum that W03 is often 

mentioned interchangeably with Mo03 as a nucleating agent in the glass-ceramic 

patent literature (Hayami et aI.. 1966; McMillan and Partridge. 1967; Beall. 1971: 

Flannery and Wexell. 1976). Hence. its replacement of Si02 in the experimental 

glasses should be expected to yield similar results to those seen in D4 and D 13. 

Tables XIV and XV demonstrate that such is the case. although the standard devi-
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TABLE XIV 

Experimental Results - D7 
(1 % W03) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b -q- N~ 

07-3 200 18/411 8.470 .654 7.979 
±1.427 

07-5 200 8/544 8.822 .556 20.903 
±1.964 

07-7 200 11/1291 6.963 .479 42.510 
±6.409 

07-7 500 26/457 6.963 .479 40.930 
±9.366 

07-8 500 27/382 8.044 .560 31.094 
±8.229 

07-13 500 25/798 8.609 .550 64.913 
±10.950 

07-16 500 26/815 6.398 .510 83.474 
±17.515 

TABLE XV 

Experimental Results - Dll 
(2 % W03) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b -q- N~ 

011-5 200 15/250 12.083 .685 4.290 
±0.895 

011-6 200 26/667 7.292 .509 9.001 
±1.663 

011-7 200 26/704 7.292 .509 9.694 
±1.588 

011-16 200 10/778 7.292 .509 27.713 
±1.537 

011-16 500 22/279 7.292 .509 28.687 
±8.654 

011-22 200 9/1149 8.687 .598 41. 785 
±6.564 

011-24 200 9/1197 8.687 .598 44.338 
±4.509 

011-24 500 28/576 8.687 .598 43.298 
±9.016 
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Fig. 4.24. Results of nucleation-and-growth heat treatment for 015. and glasses 
with vanadia substituted for silica - 09 (l %) and 012 (2 %). 

ations are higher than for the molybdate glasses. Compared with the LS2 results. 

crystal densities in the tungstate glasses show an obvious decrease. Another sign 

of the decrease can be seen in Table XV. where most of the measurements have 

been made at 200 X; the use of 500 X prints is a sign of higher crystal densities. 

Fig. 4.25 provides a comparison between the 07. 01 I and 015 results; the reduc-

ing effect of W03 substitution is further illustrated. One noteworthy difference 

between the effects of W03 and Mo03 is that increasing the W03 content causes a 

further decrease in crystal density. contrary to the similarity of the 04 and 013 

results. 
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Fig. 4.25. Results of nucleation-and-growth heat treatment for D15. and glasses 
with wolframite substituted for silica - D7 (I %) and DI I (2 %). 

4.3.6 The Tantalate Glasses - DIO and DI6 

As previously mentioned. these glasses and the niobate-bearing compositions 

D5 and DI4 were the glasses that showed the highest effects of thermal inhomo-

geneity. As a result. the number of b-q combinations necessary to produce the Ny 

values in Tables XVI and XVII is considerably higher than in the preceding 

tables. As previously pointed out. Dl6 is a remake of the original I % Ta20 s glass 

08; this is in part because the heat-treated 08 samples were not consistently pol-

ished from a single surface. the effect of the thermal inhomogeneity not yet being 

fully understood. By the time this was understood to be the cause of the wide 

variation in Ny values that resulted. most of the D8 material had been used up, 

and it was necessary to form a new I % tan tal ate glass. Both tables demonstrate a 
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TABLE XVI 

Experimental Results - D16 
(1 % Ta2Os) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b .9. & 
D16-24 200 11/1171 II. 705 .689 29.206 

±2.761 
D16-24 200 11/1684 II. 705 .689 39.982 

±4.225 
D16-32 200 14/3084 11.4] 9 .708 56.608 

±]0.706 
D]6-42 200 8/]740 ] 1.538 .739 59.456 

±5.060 
D16-64 200 7/1869 7.0]6 .633 ] 11.40 

±14.75 
D]6-68 500 ]2/545 6.644 .565 120.78 

±29.40 
DI6-72 500 16/733 7.899 .697 ] ] 4.26 

±20.42 

considerable retardation effect on Ny from Ta20 s substitution; in addition. 

Table XVII illustrates a considerable increase in standard deviations as a percen-

tage of the actual value. Fig. 4.26 illustrates the results in a manner similar to 

that of the previous figures; the effect is again obvious. The reader will note that 

in this case, the 2 % substitution causes less reduction than the ] % replacement. 

4.3.7 The Niobate Glasses - D5 and D14 

The results of the increasing effect of thermal inhomogeneity in the glasses 

with Nb20 s content can be clearly seen in Tables XVIII and XIX. The D5-26 pair 

shows much more discrepancy between 200 X and 500 X Ny values than previous 

pairs; the number of samples with standard deviations greater than twenty percent 
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TABLE XVII 

Experimental Results - D 10 
(2 % Ta20S) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b .9. & 
010-6 200 10/194 8.000 .602 6.964 

±1.828 
010-8 200 17/670 8.000 .602 14.085 

±3.926 
010-16 200 14/1525 11.319 .664 30.072 

±5.172 
010-16 500 30/582 11.319 .664 34.128 

±6.381 
010-26 200 10/1692 9.765 .672 52.279 

±9.509 
010-26 500 24/657 9.765 .672 54.319 

±9.948 
010-32 200 14/2475 7.705 .636 68.259 

±8.162 
010-32 500 8/206 7.705 .636 63.555 

±11.782 
010-44 500 12/679 11.657 .847 103.59 

±26.90 

of Nv is higher: the number of particles which needed to be photographed to pro-

duce even this level of accuracy is much increased. Table XIX shows that in the 

2 % niobate glass. 200 X photomicrographs were needed to get enough particles to 

count. even at nucleation times of 78 hours. Fig. 4.27 illustrates an effect on Nv 

similar to that of the tantalate glasses. with increasing Nb20 s content causing a 

continued decrease in crystal density this time. 

While the raw Nv data has been published in this chapter. actual values of 

(the steady-state nucleation rate) and 1 (the induction period) have not yet been 

calculated. That function is reserved for the next chapter. As will be seen. this. 
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TABLE XVIII 

Experimental Results - D5 
(1 % NbzOs) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b -q-- Ny 

05-6 200 13/294 14.031 .701 5.083 
±0.S84 

05-16 200 10/768 14.031 .701 17.310 
±] .607 

05-16 500 25/3]4 14.03] .701 18.036 
±4.428 

05-18 200 10/76 ] 9.023 .623 25.205 
±3.493 

05-20 200 10/762 10.862 .602 20.505 
±4.4] 8 

05-26 200 10/1]74 9.023 .623 37.825 
±6.872 

05-26 500 29/634 9.023 .623 45.333 
±9.691 

05-32 200 13/2281 10.905 .699 50.134 
±3.345 

05-32 500 15/432 10.905 .699 5] .556 
±9.183 

TABLE XIX 

Experimental Results - D14 
(2 % NbzOs) 

Sample Mag. Pic/Part b -q- Ny 

014-28 200 18/776 10.595 .718 12.665 
±1.855 

014-32 200 25/821 10.595 .718 9.674 
±2.024 

014-48 200 10/589 9.527 .658 18.466 
±5.40 1 

014-73 200 11/1288 9.527 .658 36.734 
±5.828 

014-78 200 10/1583 9.527 .658 49.713 
±11.324 
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Fig. 4.26. Results of nucleation-and-growth heat treatment for DIS. and glasses 
with Ta20 S substituted for silica - DI6 (1 %) and DlO (2 %). 

like the other facets of this research. turned out to be considerably less simple than 

originally thought. 
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Fig. 4.27. Results of nucleation-and-growth heat treatment for 015. and glasses 
with Nb20 s substituted for silica - 05 (1 %) and 014 (2 %). 



CHAPTER FIVE 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Calculation of I and T 

5.1.1 Calculation Methods 

The availability of several models for determining the steady-state nuclea-

tion rate (I) and induction period (1) for nucleation data in a given material was 

discussed in the first chapter of this work. It was pointed out that Kelton et a!. 

(1983) have shown that the equation proposed by Kashchiev (1969) yields the clo-

sest fit to the results of a numerical simulation of nucleation behavior in LS2 glass. 

Reiterating Kashchiev's formalism. 

10 = I -[I + 2 f (_I)n exp (-n2t/1)]' 

n=1 

(I. 10) 

where 10 is the transient (time-specific) nucleation rate and t the nucleation time. 

If enough data points (Ny-vs.-t) are collected. and the fit to a smooth curve ade-

quate. 10 is simply the first derivative of the curve at time t. However. the plots 

in the previous chapter demonstrate that such conditions have not been met for this 

investigation (or. for that mattter. any other study of nucleation in glasses); hence. 

a more direct relationship between I and Ny as a function of t is needed. In der-

iving Eq. I. I O. Kashchiev noted that. 

121 
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(5.1 ) 

Substituting this back into the original equation. Kashchiev derived. 

NY(t) _ t 
IT - T 

00 

~2 _ 2 L (-~r exp [_ n;t ] 

n=l 

(5.2) 

While providing a more useful means of using Kashchiev's model. Eq. 5.2 

exhibits two unfavorable characteristics. The first is that the exponential term at 

the right grows extremely small as tiT increases. and as a result the infinite series 

takes increasingly longer to converge. Secondly. the inclusion of the infinite series 

causes this expression to be less-easily employed in curve-fitting techniques against 

experimental data. Kashchiev (1969) also dealt with these concerns. by noticing 

that a curve of 10 YS. I asymptotically approached unity as tiT became greater than 

five; in other words. Ny vs. t became a straight line. This linear behavior can be 

represented by the equation. 

NY(t) = I (t - rr2T/6). (5.3) 

where 1 is the slope and -Irr2T/6 the y-intercept. Fig. 5.1. taken from the review 

by James (1984). illustrates this concept. This simplification obviously encourages 

experimental procedures that use relatively long nucleation times. in the hope of 

collecting data points that will wind up on the straight-line portion of the curve. 
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However. in a study where the effects of the experimental variables (the included 

oxides) are not fully known. it is difficult to guess what nucleation times will 

accomplish this. without yielding so many crystals as to make their accurate count-

.... --~ .... 

(A) 

3 

2 

1 

( B) 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 
tl"t 

Fig. 5.1. The straight-line asymptote of nucleation-rate behavior described by 
Kashchiev's equation (1969). Curve I in the lower figure represents the behavior 
predicted by Eq. 1. 10. curve 2 the behavior predicted by Zeldovich's model 
(Eq. 1.8). From the review of James (1984). 

ing impossible. As the results from the previous chapter show. for several of the 
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present experimental glasses. the nucleation times were in fact not long enough. 

Proof of this was obtained by curve-fitting the Ny data from the various 

glasses against nucleation time. assuming a straight-line relationship. The software 

used for this was that supplied by the SAS Institute (Cary. NC). which yields a 

variety of other useful statistics along with the curve-fitting results. From these 

results. I and 1 were calculated. and the value of 51 compared with the nucleation 

times used. If it was possible to fit a line through at least four experimental Nv-t 

pairs without yielding a value of 51 greater than any of the times. then the curve

fit points were presumed to have been on the straight-line portion of the Ny-vs.-t 

curve. and the calculated I and 1 valid results. If this was not possible for the 

particular glass in question. a different approach was tried. 

This different approach took the form of a modified least-squares curve fit. 

using Eq. 5.2. A Fortran program (see Appendix) was designed to calculate Nv 

values for the nucleation times of the glass in question. using a series of 1-1 combi

nations. These model-calculated values were subtracted from the actual experi

mental results. and the differences squared and totaled for each combination. That 

combination yielding the lowest squares-of-differences total was considered the 

"best-fit" value of I and 1. This procedure yielded no descriptive statistics other 

than I and 1; it is also possibly liable to greater degrees of error than Eq. 5.3. due 

to its reliance on Ny data acquired at relatively short nucleation times. These 

data. as demonstrated in the previous chapter. were prone to higher relative levels 

of standard deviation compared with longer-time Ny's. and thus more likely to 

yield inaccurate values of I and 1 in the curve-fit. Nevertheless. the degree of in

accuracy from this approach was felt to be less than that resulting from straight

line curve-fitting with three (or fewer) points. 
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5.1.2 Curve-Fitting Results 

In practice, the difference between the I and T values calculated by the two 

methods did not vary significantly. Fig. 5.2 demonstrates a particularly vivid 
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Fig. 5.2. Comparison of calculation methods for I and T, compared with D2 exper
imental data. The dotted line represents the "straight-line" calculation method, the 
overlaying dashed line the least-squares program. 

example of this. The modeled glass in this figure is D2, the thick plate-pressed 

LS2, which could be appropriately fit to Eq. 5.3 when the two-hour point was 

omitted. Such a fit yielded an I value of 11.93 . 106/cm.s-hr., and an induction 

period of .70 hr. When the data (including the D2-2 results) were fitted to the 

least-squares program, the resulting values were 11.93 . 106 and .71, respectively. 

The curves obtained by plugging these sets of values into Eq. 5.2 are shown in 
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Fig. 5.2. along with the actual experimental data; only one curve is actually visi-

ble. as the degree of agreement causes the two to overlay each other. Table XX. 

showing the results of analysis for I and 1 of all the glasses. shows the results of 

calculating I and 1 via both methods for 07. 09. 0]2. and 0]3 as we]]; the agree-

ment between results of the two methods remains excellent. although not as much 

Glass 
D1 

02 

04 
05 
07 

09 

010 
OIl 
012 

013 

014 
015 
016 

TABLE XX 

Nucleation Rates and Induction Periods for Experimental Glasses 

Oerivation Method 
Least-Squares 

Linear Fit 
Least-Squares 
Least-Squares 
Least-Squares 

Linear Fit 
Least-Squares 

Linear Fit 
Least-Squares 
Least-Squares 
Least-Squares 

Linear Fit 
Least-Squares 

Linear Fit 
Least-Squares 
Least-Squares 
Least-Squares 
Least-Squares 

I (106 /cm. 3-hr.) 
- 12.42 

11.93 
11.93 
4.77 
1.91 
5.61 
5.60 

13.16 
]3.07 
2.44 
2.12 

15.02 
15.03 
4.74 
4.71 
.76 

16.46 
1.87 

1 (hr.) 
-:rr;-

.70 

.71 

.98 
3.96 

.74 

.73 

.49 

.46 
1.82 
1. 71 
.30 
.30 
.49 
.45 

11.74 
1.28 
4.07 

so as for 02. 

Comparison can be made between the results of this study for pure LS2 

glass and those obtained by other investigators. Zanotto and James (1985) report a 

maximum nucleation rate in LS2 glass at 728 K of 9.47 . 106/cm. 3-hr.: Fokin et al. 

(1981). the same value at T max equal to 733 K (the nucleation temperature of this 
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investigation); James (1974). 15.31 . 106 at 727 K; and Tuzzeo. whose 1976 disser

tation research is reviewed by Zanotto and James. 8.01 .. 106 at 733 K. Most rec

ently. Braetsch and Frischat (1987) reported a maximum value of 18.26 . 106 at 

738 K. The nucleation rates in LS2 determined by the prescnt research -

12.42 . 106 for 01. 11.93· 106 for 02. and 16.46· 106 for 015 - generally fall 

within the high end of this range (see Table. XX). The induction times for the LS2 

glasses - .76 hr. for 01. .70 for D2. and 1.28 for 015 - can also be compared with 

previously-reported data for glasses of similar lithia content at 733 K; .91 hr. by 

James •. 27 by Kalinina et a1. (1977). and .65 by Braetsch and Frischat for a 30 % 

Li 20 glass. It will be noticed that 1 for the LS2 glasses decreases with overall 

cooling rate. It should also be pointed out that the 015 values are somewhat 

skewed by the "plateau" created by the 015-5 and 015-6 results (see Fig. 4.23). If 

these data were to be omitted. both I and 1 for this glass would be reduced. to 

15.80,106 and .77. respectively. 

The I and 1 data reported in Table XX have been plugged into Eq. 1.10 to 

generate Nv-vs.-t curves. which are shown plotted against the experimental data 

for the various glasses in Figs. 5.3-5.8. (Where two sets of I and 1 were available. 

that obtained by the straight-line fit was used for the plot.) These data confirm 

the results suggested by Figs. 4.23-4.27; namely. that substitution of Mo03• Nb20 s• 

Ta20 s or W03 for Si02 in lithium disilicate glass results not in nucleation-agent 

behavior. but rather in considerable reductions in I and increases in 1. The effect 

of replacement by V20 S is somewhat more ambiguous. but seems to reduce the in

duction period. while retaining a similar nucleation rate. Two anomalies in this 

pattern include the higher I values resulting from 2 % Si02 replacement by Mo03 

and Ta20 s. with respect to the I % replacement glass (but not with respect to LS2). 
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5.2 The Way They Do the Things They Do 

5.2.1 Speculations 

The results of this investigation come as something of a surprise. given the 

background of the included oxides as nucleating agents in other glasses. and the 

evidence supporting their ability to reduce (J in lithium silicate melts (Appen and 

Kajalowa. 1963). In examining possible causes for the results. it is useful to reiter-

ate the relationships between I and 1 and the physical properties of a glass. as per 

the first chapter: 

A h [-kwT*] 1= 3 1T X 3 1'/ exp (1.5) 

(1. 12) 

hand k are Planck's and Boltzmann's constants. A the preexponential factor dis-

cussed earlier. (J the surface tension between glass and subcritical nucleus. X the 

"jump distance" across the interface. and V the volume per formula unit. AG y is 

the free energy of crystallization per unit volume. and w" is the thermodynamic 

barrier to nucleation. described by Eq. 1.2: 

w* .. (1.2) 

As AGy is equal to AG (the molar free energy of crystallization) divided by V m' 
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the [y2 (~Gv )2] term in Eq. 1.12 could be replaced simply by (Nav ~G2). where 

Nav is Avogadro's number. 

There seems no logical reason for suggesting that any significant changes in 

A. >.. or Y were brought about by the various replacements in the experimental 

glasses; h. k and T are also constants. This leaves a. ~G and a as the parameters 

possibly affected by the oxide replacements. Unfortunately. little data exists which 

would suggest how these might in fact have been affected. and the experimental 

design did not include any measurements which would have yielded some clues. 

For example. it is possible that the included oxides did not in fact reduce a at all; 

the hypothesis that they did was based on several assumptions. most notably the 

transferrence of conclusions reached from experiments in high-SiOz lithium silicate 

melts at 1723 K to LS2 glasses at 733 K. and the validity at lower temperatures of 

Skapski's rule (Penkov and Gutzow. 1984). The suggestion by Harper and McMil

lan (1972) that P20 S acted as a nucleating agent by lowering a is also little more 

than a speculation. However. there is equally no evidence to suggest that the in

cluded oxides would have actually increased a. 

One way of examining how the included oxides might have affected I and T 

in the experimental glasses is to use to Eqs. 1.5 and 1 1'" to determine the relative 

effect on these two parameters that would have resultl:d from "primary control" by 

one of the three variable properties ('11. a or ~G). For example. Eq. 1.5 shows that 

I is inversely proportional to '11; if the viscosity were to double (and all other 

properties remain relatively constant). then I would be halved. On the other hand. 

Eq. 1.12 shows that a doubling of '11 would produce a directly proportional change 

in 1. Hence. if viscosity changes were the primary means by which the included 

oxides produced their effects. the proportional change in I with respect to the base 
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glass would be equal to the inverse of the proportional change in 1. 

Similar relationships between the proportional changes in I and 1 can also 

be determined for assumed "controlling effects" of u and ~G which the included 

oxides might have caused. As inspection of Eq. 1.12 shows, changing u causes a 

directly proportional change in 1, and the induction period is also proportional to 

1/~G2. However, because of the exponential term in Eq. 1.5, it is necessary to 

plug in physical property data for LS2 from the works of James (1974) and Zanotto 

and James (1985) to derive proportional changes in I resulting from altered values 

of u and ~G. Doing so allows the determination of relative I and 1 values result

ing from solitary changes in 1/, u and ~G; these three relationships are plotted in 

Fig. 5.9, using a base glass (in this case, D2) nucleation rate divided by the 

replacement-ox ide-glass nucleation rate. plotted against the inverse ratio for 1. 

The plotted points employ the I and 1 values for the experimental glasses tabulated 

in Table XX. As the retardant effects of the included oxides becomes more 

apparent, the plotted points in Fig. 5.9 move closer to the line representing "1/ con

trol," suggesting that the effects on nucleation parameters in LS2 of Ta20 s (D 16. 

DIO) and especially Nb20 s (D5. D14) result primarily from their serving to increase 

the viscosity at 733 K of the glass. The causes of the effect of molybdite (D4. D13) 

and wolframite (D7. D II) substitution are less apparent from this figure; the reader 

will recall that the location of the D 13 data point may have been affected to some 

degree by a change in nucleation mechanisms. It should be noted that the changes 

in u and ~G that produce the appropriate curves in Fig. 5.9 are very small; varia

tions of no more than three percent for either parameter account for the entire 

span of the X-axis. 
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Fig. 5.9. Proportional change in nucleation-rates for the experimental glasses with 
respect to D2 (plotted as ID2 /1), vs. the inverse ratio for proportional change in 1. 
The "control" curves represent the result that would occur if the controlling pro
perty were the only one whose value was changed appreciably by the replacement 
oxides. 

The notion of "viscosity control" of nucleation parameters by oxide nuclea-

tion agents has been examined before. Matusita et al. (1 973b) looked at crystal 

density as a function of glass viscosity for one-step nucleation and growth in LS2 

glasses at 758 K, after adding 3 % of a variety of oxides. For many of these oxide 

additions, a direct relationship was seen between the two parameters, with higher 

l1'S yielding lower Nv values. In addition, Gonzalez-Oliver et al. (1979) showed 

that deliberate doping of LS2 glasses with water (by bubbling steam through the 

melt) resulted in both increases in Nv for a given heat-treatment and decreases in 

viscosity, and suggested that the two effects were related. In both studies, the 
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Fig. 5.10. Crystal density in LS2 glasses with 3 % additions of other oxides, as a 
function of viscosity at 758 K. From the work of Matusita and Tashiro (l973b). 

changes in 11 produced by the additions were of as much as an order order of mag-

nitude; examination of the viscosity data for LS2 glass determined by Zan otto and 

James (1985) shows that an upward shift of only 21 degrees of the viscosity-tem-

perature would change 11 enough to account for the degree of change in I and T 

caused by the two-percent niobate addition. 
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5.2.2 The Effect of Thermal Inhomogeneity 

It was pointed out in the previous chapter that some of the glasses (D9. D 12. 

D15) were little affected by the thermal inhomogeneity that resulted from the 

quenching technique used in this experiment. while others (D5. DIO. D14. D16) 

showed considerable cross-sectional variation in the results of heat-treatment (see 

Figs. 4.19 and 4.20). Although no quantitative measurements of the relative effects 

of thermal inhomogeneity were made. a qualitative look at the results shows a rela-

tionship between the degree of this effect and and the degree of nucleation retar-

dation that the included oxide induced. It will be shown here that this is another 

sign of increased viscosity in the "anti-agent" glasses. 

Figure 5.11. from the monograph by Strnad (1986). illustrates the free ener-

gies of the various physical states of a simple material (i. e .• one which remains a 

o 

f 

-T 

Fig. I-I Schematic diagram of dcpcndcnt.'C 
of the free energies of systems on the 
temperature. depicting the relationship 
hetween the glass state and the equilihrium 
state of the liquid Cind crystalline phase: 

R == cuoling rate. R, <: n~ <: R.\: 

J - stable liquid. 2 - supercooled liquid. 
J - glass state. 4 - metastable. scparated 
liquid. 5.6 - stable crystalline phase... 
7. 8 - met3stahle crystalline ph:l~e... 
T. - equilibrium temperature of the phase 
tran~formation (S-L~ T,. - immiscibility 
temperature. T, - glas.c;·transformation 
temperature 

Fig. 5.11. The free energy of various physical states of a simple material. as a 
function of temperature. From the work of Strand (1986). 

single phase regardless of state). as a function of temperature. While rather 
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crowded. this figure includes an illustration of the variance in free energy of a 

glassy material as a function of cooling rate (top left); higher rates yield a less neg

ative free energy. It is the difference between this free energy and that of a cry

stalline state (curves 5. 7 or 8. depending on which nucleates) which is represented 

by ~G and ~Gv in Eqs. 1.2 and 1.12. The reader will notice that the free-energy 

variance caused by differing cooling rates grows as the temperature falls with res

pect to T g' which means that it also correlates with increasing viscosity. 

Viscosity itself is independent of cooling rate; this means that only two of 

the variable properties listed earlier remain so for a given glass at a given temper

ature. The effect of thermal history on (J is less well-known; however. expressions 

such as Eqs. 1. 16-1. I 8 suggest there is no reason to believe it more significant than 

that of changing compositions. and the results of this investigation suggest that the 

latter are minimal at best. at least for these glasses. This leaves ~Gv as the only 

variable in Eq. 1.12 likely to be significantly affected by variable cooling rates. 

and a higher variance in ~Gv for a given cooling-rate range implies a lower tem

perature relative to Tg for the glass as a whole. As the similar thicknesses suggest 

constant thermal histories for the experimental glasses. it can be proposed that T g 

is equal to the same (but unknown) viscosity for all. A lower temperature relative 

to that at which this set value of 1/ exists means a higher viscosity at that lower 

temperature. Therefore. it can be suggested with some justification that the incre

asing effects of thermal inhomogeneity in those glasses with the lowest nucleation 

rates (and highest induction periods) is a sign of higher a~Gv through the glass 

cross-section. and thus of a lower temperature relative to Tg. and a higher viscos

ity. 
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Traditional glass theory suggests that the five substituted oxides should in 

fact not cause an increase in 1/. as they are not as acidic (network-forming) as the 

silica they replaced. and the effect of decreasing network former content in decre

asing glass viscosities is well-known. However. this theory often breaks down at 

lower temperatures. as Fig. 5.10 demonstrates; Matusita and Tashiro (l973b) dem

onstrated that some network-former additions to LS2 increased rather than decre

ased 1/ at 758 K. and that viscosity increases were caused by the addition of some 

much less acidic oxides. such as In203' Ti02 and Zr02. In addition. mention 

should be made of the work of Rao (1962). who showed that small Nb20 s additions 

to potassium disilicate glass caused an increase in the resultant glass softening tem

peratures. and thus a presumed upward shift in the viscosity-temperature curve as 

well. 

5.3 Anomalies 

In general. trends established by comparison of the I %-replacement glasses 

were continued by the results of the 2 %-replacement series. However. two excep

tions were notable - the molybdate glass D 13. which showed slightly better results 

from the heat treatment than D4. and the tantalate glass D 16. which showed 

improved nucleation compared to DID. Some attempt at explanation of these res

ults is in order. 

The X-ray diffraction results from D3 and D13-24 provide considerable 

support for the hypothesis that the failure of extra Mo03 replacement of Si02 to 

continue causing nucleation retardation represents the results of a change in the 

nucleation mechanism. It was earlier pointed out that higher-temperature heat 

treatments of LS2 glasses have often yielded crystalline phases other than the 
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stable low-temperature LS2 polymorph. LS has been occasionally identified in 

such cases, as well as the solid-solution LS2 phase observed in the case of 03. It 

may in fact be that Mo03 substitution for Si02 encourages nucleation of the latter 

phase, but not of the phase nucleating in these glasses at 733 K. This might be the 

result of heterogeneous nucleation on lithium molybdate or molybdosilicate parti

cles precipitated in the cooling glass. or (less likely) the creation of more favorable 

thermodynamic conditions for homogeneous nucleation of the solid-solution phase. 

In any case, the changed crystalline phase in 03 and the considerable LS2 lattice 

distortion in 013-24 suggest that the higher-than-expected nucleation rate in the 

latter may have been caused by some prior nucleation in at least part of the glass 

as it cooled (despite the lack of evidence of such in the blank). Preparation of a 

2 % Mo03 glass by a faster cooling rate (such as obtained with splat quenching) 

would be an interesting test of this notion. 

The tantalate anomaly is harder to explain, since no reason exists to believe 

that 2 % Ta20 s replacement of Si02 would have caused a change in the nucleation 

mechanism. One possibility is that the mounting and grinding procedures resulted 

in 010 samples whose microstructures were representative of the center of the 

cross-section. These might then have displayed lower induction periods than the 

outer-surface microstructures of 016. However, it does not seem likely that this 

would have occurred frequently enough to yield as consistently-behaving a curve 

as that for 010 is. A second unlikely guess is that broad chemical inhomogeneity 

in 010 might have led to precipitation of some sort of tan tal ate phase, which 

would have served as a heterogeneous nucleation site. However. the nucleation 

rate of 010 relative to that of the LS2 glasses suggests that this is not likely, and 

had it been so, the sample results would have been much less consistent as a func-
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tion of time. Perhaps the most likely explanation again relates to the much-dis

cussed thermal inhomogeneity effect. It is conceivable that cooling rates were not 

constant even along the bottom surface of the quenched disc. If so, it is possible 

that the locations from which the heat-treated D I 0 or D 16 samples were taken 

could have had a significant influence on the results. The objection to this theory 

again lies in the consistency of the DIO and DI6 Nv trend lines, which would have 

been much less apparent had the effect of a surface-specific thermal inhomogene

ity been significant. Whatever the cause, it should be noted that the anomaly does 

not affect the conclusions reached about the general effect of substituting small 

amounts of Ta20 s for Si02 in these glasses. 



CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS 

The lessons learned from this investigation can be divided into three topics. 

These include a) what should have been done. and what would have resulted from 

it. b) what was done. and what did result from it. and c) what could be done in 

the future. and what would result from it. The discussion of these three topics 

comprises this chapter. 

6.1 Experimental Procedure 

In a sense. the jury is still out with regard to the use of lithium metasilicate 

as a replacement for Li2C03 in the admixture. In discussing the causes of the 

wide variety of steady-state nucleation rates reported for LS2 glass. Zanotto and 

James (1985) pointed the finger largely at chemical impurities in the various 

glasses; hence. the larger-than-usual impurities in the purchased LS make its use 

somewhat suspect. However. it is difficult to see how 500 ppm total impurities 

could have that much influence in this particular glass. unless they were noble 

metals or some other insoluble compound. and the impurities in the purchased LS 

do not fall into this category. In fact. the analyzed impurities are for the most 

part network modifiers. which Matusita and Tashiro (1973b) associated in general 

with declining nucleation rates in LS2 glass. rather the relatively high values rep

orted here. 

141 
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The melting times were perhaps slightly on the inadequate side. judging by 

the occasional chemical inhomogeneities observed. However. no more than 2_1/2 to 

3 hours is ind.icated for future experiments. and improving the homogeneity at 

2-hour melting times may just be a matter of more completely blending the admix

ture. In this regard. it would appear that the use of LS rather than Li2C03 yielded 

some dividends. 

Plate-pressing was a fairly easy means of quenching the poured glasses. but. 

as the previous chapters have amply shown. does not completely eliminate thermal 

inhomogeneity. With more experience with the technique. it might have been pos

sible to duplicate the plate-pressed glass thicknesses of 1-2 mm. achieved by Zan

otto and James (1983. 1985). which would have helped. Splat quenching experi

ments of the type performed by Zanotto and Craievich (1981) would have been 

even a better option in this regard. but require the appropriate equipment. which 

was not available in this case. Annealing would also have eliminated the inhomo

geneity. but at the cost of also eliminating induction periods in the experimental 

glasses. If I values are all that is required in investigations of this type. annealing 

may prove a useful tactic; calculation of more accurate 1 values apparently 

requires the use of a different quenching method (or quicker plate-pressing). One 

other possible option for eliminating thermal inhomogeneity is the pulling of a rod 

from the melt. as practiced by Doremus and Turkalo (1972). This might serve to 

produce reasonable thermal homogeneity at relatively slow cooling rates. However. 

glasses containing true nucleating agents may be prone to crystallization upon 

quenching with this method. 

The replacement of silica in the experimental compositions by the various 

subject oxides may in retrospect have been a mistake. as it may be that Mo03• 
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W03• and especially Ta20 s and Nb20 s are either neutral or act as network modif

iers in LS2. rather than as network formers. Discovering whether such is the case 

at these concentrations is an experimental study in itself; however. evidence such 

as that in Fig. 5.10 suggests that more useful results might have been obtained 

simply by adding these oxides to the LS2 composition. rather than substituting 

them for Si02 • Had better melting and quenching procedures been available. it 

might have also been of interest to have manufactured a series of glasses with .5 % 

of the various oxides; this would have allowed the study of the effects of Cr203 as 

well as the other VB and VIB oxides. 

A key missing element from the experimental results is viscosity data at the 

nucleating temperature for the various glasses. Two methods have been used to 

collect viscosity data in previous studies of this kind. They include the beam

bending test developed by Hagy (1963). which has been used by Matusita and 

Tashiro (I 973a.b). and the use of penetrating viscometers such as that developed by 

Douglas et a!. (1965). which has been the more widely employed technique (Matu

sita and Tashiro. 1973a; Gonzalez-Oliver et a!.. 1979; Penkov and Gutzow. 1984: 

Zan otto and James. 1985). The penetration method has the advantage of being able 

to handle thin or irregularly-shaped samples such as those produced by plate

pressing or splat quenching; it does require rather specialized equipment. and 

Douglas et a!. suggest that its optimal use range does not include viscosities above 

1013 poise (roughly equal to Tg). However. it would have been worth trying. (It 

should be noted that Tg measurements can be made by DT A or linear expansion 

methods. which were both available to this investigation; however. Tg is not an 

exact measurement of viscosity. being dependent on the thermal history of the 

sample (Scherer. 1984). Even if it were. its use would still have not yielded any-
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thing more than a qualitative ranking of the various glass viscosities at the actual 

nucleation temperature.} 

The heat treatment procedure for the glasses generally went well. Water 

quenching of the nucleated samples should probably have been aVI·,.kd, and some 

effort made to get more consistent crystal-size results (b values in the 7.5-10.0' 10-4 

cm. range generally gave the mo:;! accurate data). However, accomplishing the 

latter would have meant heat-treatment and microstructural preparation of a good 

deal more samples, and it is the investigator's belief that inquiries such as this 

should have a time limit. The metallography procedure also worked well, although 

longer polishing times (or a vibratory polishing technique) might have yielded 

microstructures with fewer scratches, and the use of a water-based diamond paste 

would have effectively dealt with the problem of residual surface oil. The NA 

and Nv determination methods, although time-consuming, produced satisfactory 

results, especially when b values were in the optimal range. 

6.2 Results 

The most obvious and consequential result of this investigation is that the 

replacement of Si02 in LS2 glasses by small amounts of Mo03, Nb20 5, Ta20 5 or 

W03 causes significant decreases in the homogeneous steady-state nucleation rates 

at 733 K of these glasses. and increases in the nucleation induction period. The 

effect of substituting V 20 S for Si02 does not appear to be significant, but seems to 

yield reduced induction periods, and possible small increases in nucleation rates. 

However, it is not felt that vanadia can be conclusively considered a nucleating 

agent in this glass. 
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The retarding effect on nucleation characteristics of Ta20 s and especially 

Nb20 s suggests that their inclusion in the glasses caused a considerable increase in 

their viscosity. This conclusion is further advanced by noting the increasing effect 

of thermal inhomogeneity on the heat-treatment results in those glasses which 

showed the greatest decrease in nucleation rates. This suggests a greater variance 

in D.Gv • the free energy of crystallization. and thus a higher viscosity. The cause 

of the lesser effects of Mo03 and W03 substitution is less clear. and perhaps merits 

further study. 

Other conclusions reached as a result of the experimental procedure merit 

mention. Chief among these is the effect of Mo03 substitutions above 2 %. which 

appear to cause a change in the nucleation mechanism and/or phases being nucle

ated. It is this change which explains why glasses with 2 % substituted Mo03 have 

nucleation rates and induction periods similar to those in a I %-molybdite glass. It 

was also shown that q. the minor axis/major axis ratio of the crystals in the heat

treated glasses. is inversely related to the crystal size. supporting the suggestion 

that LS2 may nucleate in a cylindrical rather than spherical shape. Finally. it was 

shown that the volume crystal ~ensity of a particular glass with a given heat-treat

ment is independent of the crystal size. at least within the range of crystal sizes 

tested. This supports the use of a prolate spheroid as the shape which the LS2 

crystals approximate. allowing employment of the equations developed by DeHoff 

and Rhines (~961) for density calculations from data acquired by examination of a 

microstructural surface. 
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6.3 Future Experiments 

In a sense. this investigation used a "buckshot" approach for examining the 

effects of the various oxides on nucleation rates; as a result. many of its conclu

sions (particularly regarding the effects on viscosity) are in need of verification. 

This recommends that future studies use a more limited scope regarding the 

number of tested oxides. and concentrate more on the physical properties of the 

experimental glasses themselves. 

First and foremost among these properties is viscosity. The means of 

obtaining values of 1/ have previously been described; in general. smaller melts and 

the use of plate-pressing or splat quenching specify the use of a penetration vis

cometer. One study that would be of interest would involve the quantitative meas

urement of the effects of thermal inhomogeneity of glasses of a given thickness 

(e. g .. T as a function of cross-sectional location). and comparing these to the cor

responding 1/ values. This would prove a good test of the hypothesis outlined in 

the previous chapter. 

It might also prove of interest to find out whether thermal inhomogeneity is 

associated with different values of I as well as T. This could be done with a 

single glass. by deriving Nv-vs.-t curves for several cross-sectional locations. It 

can be hypothesized that the value of I itself should not be affected by thermal in

homogeneity. as the process of long-time nucleation would effectively anneal the 

glass. This would remove the inhomogeneity by the time that steady-state nuclea

tion began to occur. 

Although the prime focus of the previous chapter was on the relationship 

between viscosity and effects on nucleation of the various experimental oxides. 

Fig. 5.9 suggests that changes in AG. the free energy of crystallization. may be 
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worth investigating. This is particularly true in the case of molybdite and wol

framite substitutions. It would therefore be of some interest to more accurately 

determine AG values for the experimental glasses. for comparison with those for 

LS2 derived from the measurements made by Takahashi and Yoshio (1973). 

Eq. 1.20 shows that determining this parameter requires knowledge of the melting 

point. heat of fusion at the melting point of the crystallizing phase. and heat capa

city as a function of temperature of that phase and the glass. all of which are 

readily obtainable by DTA and/or calorimetry techniques. A caveat should be 

added. that the use of Takahashi and Yoshio's data means making the assumption 

that the low-temperature stable polymorph of LS2 is what actually nucleates. 

which in actuality is still not agreed upon in the literature. However. the results 

of this type of experiment would still be valuable for comparative purposes. 

(Besides. as the previous discussion has tried to point out. nothing else in nuclea

tion theory experimental work is perfectly accurate. either.) 

Knowing AG as a function of temperature allows the calculation of an esti

mated value of (J at the nucleating temperature for a particular glass. using the 

method developed by Rowlands and James (I 979a). The method also requires 

values of I and T/ for several temperatures near that of where (J is to be calculated. 

which demonstrates why experiments of this type should be conducted with a lim

ited number of experimental glasses. Without reviewing a lengthy derivation. the 

work of Rowlands and James can be summarized by stating that a plot of In (IT//T) 

vs. I/AG2T created under such conditions should yield a straight line. the slope of 

which can be used to calculate u. James (1985) discusses this at some length. along 

with the existence of two types of u. only one of which satisfies the predictions of 

classical nucleation theory. However. u calculation by this method is once again 
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useful for comparative purposes. and would help examine the causes of the effect 

of various oxide additions to LS2 glass on its nucleation characteristics. 

Finally. it should be noted that this investigation did not disclose any oxides 

which truly behaved as nucleation agents (with the possible exception of V 20S)' It 

would be of interest to find one that did behave as such. and see if the results of 

this investigation still applied. Candidate oxides for future experiments with this 

objective would include P20S' As20 S and possibly V 20 S : only one would actually 

be used. and the experimental regime would include an effort to develop values for 

as many of the physical properties of the experimental glass as possible. as well as 

comparative values of I and 1. This would be a valuable "next step" in the exami

nation of the behavior of nucleation agents in glass-ceramics. and of nucleation 

theory in general. 



APPENDIX 

"Least-Squares" Calculation Program for I and T Derivation 

REAL PI. TAU. AI. ANZ, B, AQ, T, TRAT, ZY, E, ETA, ET 
C TAU IS THE PROPOSED INDUCTION PERIOD, I THE PROPOSED 
C STEADY-STATE NUCLEATION RATE. ANZ IS THE CALCULATED 
C NUCLEI DENSITY FOR THE GIVEN SET OF CONDITIONS. AQ IS 
C THE ACTUAL NUCLEI DENSITY FOR A GLASS AT TIME T. TRAT 
C IS EQUAL TO T/TAU. ZY IS THE SUM OF SQUARES OF DIFFER-
C ENCES BETWEEN ANZ'S AND AQ'S FOR A GIVEN I-TAU COMBINA-
C TION. B, E, ETA AND ET ARE TERMS USED IN CHECKING THE 
C INFINITE SERIES FOR CONVERGENCE. 

DIMENSION X(6) 
C NUCLEATION TIMES ARE KEPT IN THIS ARRA Y. THE SIZE OF 
C THIS AND SUBSEQUENT ARRAYS IS EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF 
C EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS. 

DIMENSION XX(8) 
C THIS ARRAY IS FOR THE CORRESPONDING NUCLEI DENSITIES OF 
C THE TIMES IN ARRAY X. 

PI=3.14159 
DO 1 IK=1.6 
READ (20,) XX(lK) 
CONTINUE 
DO 40 L=I.8 
READ (21.) X(L) 

40 CONTINUE 
DO 10 1=0,10 
AI=16.46+I*.001 

C OBVIOUSLY, THE VALUE AND RANGE OF AI CAN BE ALTERED. 
C GENERALLY, THE RANGE GROWS SMALLER AS THE "TRUE" VA-
CLUE IS CLOSED IN ON. THE SAME IS TRUE FOR TAU. 

DO 20 J=O,4 
TAU=I.276+.001 *J 
ZY=O. 
DO 30 K=I.6 
T=X(K) 
TRAT=T/TAU 
IF (TRAT.GT.5.6) GOTO 101 

C THE PURPOSE OF THE PREVIOUS STEP IS TO A VOID OVERLY-
C LENGTHY CONVERGENCE TIMES FOR THE INFINITE SERIES, BY 
C SUBSTITUTING THE STRAIGHT-LINE EQUATION FOR LONGER 
C RELA TIVE NUCLEATION TIMES. IF (TAU*TRA T) IS ROUGHLY 
C EQUAL TO ONE OF THE NUCLEATION TIMES, FUNNY LEAST-
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C SQUARES RESULTS BEGIN TO BECOME APPARENT AS THE ACTUAL 
C I AND TAU VALUES ARE CLOSED IN ON. HENCE. IT IS OCCA-
C SIONALL Y NECESSARY TO CHANGE THE TEST VALUE IN THE 
C PREVIOUS STATEMENT. AL WAYS KEEPING IT ABOVE 5.0. 

B=O. 
DO 50 11= 1.1000 
Y=I1 

C Y IS EQUAL TO N IN EQ. 1.11. 
ET = Y**2. *TRA T 
ETA=l./EXP(ET) 
B=B+ETA 
E=ETA/B 
IF (E.LE .. OOOl) GOTO 60 

C THE TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE INFINITE SERIES 
C IS WHETHER THE CHANGE IN B IS LESS THAN .01% OF 
C B AFTER THE 11th ADDITION IS MADE. 
50 CONTINUE 
60 ANV=AI*TAU*(TRA T -PI**2./6.+PI**2.B/6.) 

GOTO 102 
101 ANV=AI*(T-PI**2.*TAU/6.) 
102 AQ=XX(K) 

ZY=ZY +(ANV-AQ)**2. 
30 CONTINUE 

WRITE(25.*) AI. TAU. ZY 
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 

END 
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